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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
In November of 1997, the.Nob Hill Business Association (NHBA) and the NoW1westQistrict 
Association (NHDA) went before Portland City Council and requested city facilitaj)on in their 
eff9rts to come to agreeJDI.IDt on alleviating parl9ng congestion in Northwest. The request for a 
facilitation process was based on an impasse after 15 years of work to solve the parking problem. 
This impasse peak..ed with the <lissolving of the Joint Parking .Workgroup,:a group:ofbusitiess 
owners, residential. ~eade~s. and the City of Portland. 
Both the NWDA and ~A are stake}l.olders.each with ,particular coqcems that are·:ep~esented 
in the parking issue. l;:ach grqup has forwarded or proposed solutions that the other CaJlJ\Ot agree 
to. The facilitator's role 'is. to work with the sta!<eholds:rs in buil,dir)g cpmmunicl!tiQn to promote 
feasible solutions. The Northwest Parking Project has developed a .contract with the.City of 
Portland (COP) Office of Neighborhood Involvement (ONI).to assist the facilitation process. 
The Northwest Parking Project is a 
capstone project in the Masters in 
Urban and Regional Planning 
program at Portland State University. 
The Masters program provides 
pra.cticing and aspiring phumers.with 
a knowledge of·history, practice in 
-methodology. and a consideration of 
ethicahesponsitiilit)t su'rrot.mding the 
planning profession. The Plaruting 
· Workshop is the culmination oftlie 
Masters Program and it allows 
students the opportunity to put their 
knowledge and ski.I1S into practice. 
Students teams are respon'sible for 
every aspect of the projects from 
locating clients and developing 
projects ideas, to implelt\~n.ting th~ir 
methodology anQ. work .plan. This 
project is part of the PSU Workshop 
class. 
Se<'\iOn I: Introduction 
Table 1: TJmellne bf Events 
1977 NW District Policy P!JJn 
1983 PSU Report, Competition for limited Sp;u:es 
mid-80s Jolrit Committ'ee on Parking .meets 
~ 988 Parlfing Study lifllJfized, by Jain_~ CQr!lrr}iltee 
1992 PSU Consulting produces NO!t/lweSt District 
Shuttle Project 
' 199!1 PSU Center for Urban Studies surveys 
Northwest Residents and produces UViJbllity 
Study. 
1994-96 Northwest Working Group meets.with 
representative from the .Bureau of Parking 
1995 Gilmore Research conducts Telephone and 
Mall Surv'ey 
1995 Tri:M~ c;ond~ EmploY~. Survey and 
Neighborhood Intercept ~urvey 
1995 Oty of COP·Bureau of P8rklng.fecortls license 
plates .for analysis. 
1996 NHBA produces "21)-Polnt Plan• 
1995 City Working Group inventories off-street lots. 
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1.1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is to ground the ONI facilitator in the nature of parking issues relevant 
to Northwest. A comprehensive examination of parking in Northwest will include a review oi 
past efforts, an analysis of the parking-supply and demand, and a detailed review of pro~ and 
policy alternatives that may be applied in Northwest. The research has two primary g6aJs: 1) is to 
provide objective data that will acceptable to both the NWDA and NHBA and·2) to provide 
policy analyses to ground stakeholders in parking theory and parking management techniques. 
The-study is divided into four main sections. Section 1 is this introduction and history seel:ion. 
Section 2 provides a background to the parking issue through a brief historical and cultural 
analysis ofthe Northwest neighborhood past and present. It provides an analysis of the parking 
suppl~ and parking demand using ii variety of past studies. The section frarties parking in a 
regional eon text and includes a presentation of past studies, relevll!lt datA and their sourCes. 
Section 3 examines policy and program alternatives that may be relevant to Northy.test. These 
"alternatives" are comprised ·of -parking mar~agement techniques that have b~n tried in many 
municipillities and in other paits Portland. The analysis in 'Section 3 presents these policy's in an 
objective format. Lastly is an appen~x that contains an annotated bibliography, a shared parking 
study and summaries.of. major historical documents. 
1.2 HISTORY 
Parking sborrages. in 1'!orrbw~t P.orrland are not a recent phenomenon. The area has been the 
setting for many forums, committees, and research projects oyer the past two decad~ (see Ti!ble 
1: Timeline of Events). Planning efforts for Northwest began·with.the Northwest District Plan in 
19.77- a folloy.r vp to the 1 9.7~ No,t1hwest Policy Plan a.Qopted by the Portland-City Council. The 
. . ' . . ' 
Northwest District Plan solidifies the .historical nature of the: parking issue by emphasizing the 
need to "improve the efficiency of on and off street parking in o~er· l9 gaiqmaximum use of 
existing facilities" (Northwest District Plan, 1977). 
Northwest is seen by many as a model for integrating commercial.~d residential land use~ in.lUJ 
urban area. Yet,. the density of these uses generates a high demand t'ouarking that impacts the 
livability of the area. 
While this project focuses its attention on the Northwest community, it does so with the 
understanding that the transportation pressures faced by Northwest residents and businesses also 
occur in othe!' grqwing mixed-us~ l~tions. In many ways, Northwest is a prototype for regional 
growth goals. The Metro 2040 Growth Concept protects farm and nattual resource lands from 
intense regional growth·by implementing an Urban Growth Boundary in which urban 
development shall not exceed. The Growth Concept sets our 50-year plan to accommodate 
projected growth of720,000 new residents, and 350,000 additional jobs. Metro's transportation 
• and parking elements are essential to maintairllng the intensification of existing urban land. 
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1.3 PROB-LEM DEFINITION 
Parking problems can be defined in many ways. One of the most straightforward wa~s is simply 
recognizing that the demand for parking in a particular area exceeds supply. What is less clear, 
however, is how the demand is derived. A number of questiolis can be raised, such as: How is the 
need for parking perceived? Would that actual or perceived need remain if the supply of parking 
was increased? Does the unavailability of parking effect peoples choices in how many vehicles 
they own or how they travel to Northwest? What would be the effects of increasing the supply 
and how could this be achieved? Would more vehicles come and take up that added supply? 
Would residents be compelled to own more vehicles if they perceived increased supply or 
decreased demand? 
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a number of efforts to bring residents together with businesses 
centered on a need to define the nature of the parking problem. In 1988, representatives from the 
business association and the neighborhood association agreed to define a "reasonable distance" 
from a residence that a resident should expect to park as 200 feet or one block from their door 
(Joint Committee on Parking, 1988, page 2). 
Reports on the issue also focus on defining the problem. The 1983 PSU report examined the 
issue based on the requirements for parking defined in the COP Zoning Code. 
In examining the parking issue and putting together a profile of the Northwest Community, this 
report has defined the parking problem as one based on the combined needs of the residential 
community, the business community, and visitors to the area Quantifiable contributions to the 
parking issue include the availability of parking, the characteristics of the residential population, 
and the amount. of employment in the area. Non-quantifiable contributions include the changing 
nature of business, and the effects of increased traffic on livability issues. 
Our research has uncovered certain characteristics of Northwest that are important to 
acknowledge when examining parking in that community. Some of the more important 
characteristics are as follows: 
• The historic nature of Northwest and its lack of significant structural redevelopment 
reveal that the majority of infrastructure was built when parking demand was lower. As 
a result, the area has a much lower parking capacity than other more recently developed 
areas. 
• Rising incomes of residents and intensification of commercial activity has increased the 
pressure on a limited parking supply. There is a direct correlation between the both 
varjables and parking demand. 
• The presence of regulated conditional uses within residentially zoned areas has resulted 
in an intense mix of commercial and residential land uses. The mixed-use makes 
defining the district as either residential or commercial difficult. 
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This following section of the study examines both aspects of the. situation. We begin with 
attempts. to quantify the i~ue. 
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SECTION 2: PARKING IN NORTHWEST: A BASE 
ANALYSIS 
2 . 1 PROJ ECT STUDY AREA 
The Northwest Pru;king Project has delineated the Northwest district into three distinct analysis 
areas. The boundaries of these analysis areas can be found in map I , Project Study Area. Due to 
data constraints, the need for comprehensive analysis of the parking issue, and to avoid confusion 
for the reader, the NW Parking Project utilizes data in its analysis from the boundary referred to 
as the Project Study ·area or at times simply called the "study area." These areas are described 
below 
• The City designated "neighborhood boundary" which the Business Association and District 
Association also share. The neighborhood boundary is definep. by natural edges such as the 'l-
405 freeway, W. Burnside Street, and the Northwest hills. At the present time the focus of 
the parking concerns are geographically contained within this area. 
• The project "study area", or PSA, is a subset of the political boundaries where parking 
conflicts generally occur. Although the severity of the problem varies within the study area. 
virtually the entire study area suffers spi llover parking pressures from the most intensely used 
areas. U.S. Census Bureau census tract boundaries are used to define the edges of the study 
area so to access a comprehensive level of socio-economic data The study area is defined by 
census tracts 47, 48, and 49, stretching from W. Burnside Street to NW Thurman Street. 
• The "crunch zone" is -the area in which the neighbors and business owners identified the 
parking problem as most intense. The crunch zone includes the primary commercial strips, 
NW 21st Avenue, NW 23'd Avenue, and W. Burnside Street, and the highest density 
residential areas. For data purposes, the crunch zone was delineated by census blockgroup 
boundaries including tract 47 blockgroup 3, tract 48 blockgroup I and 2, and tfl\Ct 49 
blockgroup 2. 
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2.2 LAND USE & ZON I NG 
Zoning 
The current zoning regulations established by the 1975 Northwest District Policy Plan ;p:e 
intended to support the historic mixed-use nature of the area. This mixed-use nature is reflected 
in the fact that all the zones with the study area allow both residential and commet:eial use of one 
sort or another. 
The amount of parking provided by an individual land use is based on its zoning. These 
requirements are based on the need to accommodate the anticipated traffic generation of that use 
(COP Zoning Code Chapter 33.266, 1998). Table x shows the parking requirements for zones 
within the study area, including residential, commercial and institutional uses. Commercial 
developments require between 2 and 4 spaces for every 1,000 square feet of space. Residential 
developments require one space for every two units except those ofless than four units. There is 
no requirement for single-family units (COP Zoning Code, 1998). 
'I" able~: Required Parking. Spaces by Zone 
Land Use of Parcel Parking Requirements 
Residential use 
All uses in RH zone RH Zone: 0 for 1-3 units and 1 per 2 units for 
four plus unit buildings 
Commercial USe 
Retail, Personat Service, repair 1 per 500 square feet of floor area 
oriented 
Restaurants, bars, health clubs, 1 per 250 square feet of floor area 
gyms, and similar 
Theaters 1 per 4 seats or 1 per 6 feet of bench area 
Office 1 per 500 square feet 
Institutional Use 
Parks and Open Space Per Conditional Use Review 
Schools 1 per classroom 
Medical Center 1 per 500 square feet or per Conditional Use 
Review 
Religious Institutions 1 per 100 square feet of main assembly area 
Day care 1 per 500 square feet 
Source: COP Zoning Co<le. Chapter 33.266. 1998 
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Map,2, The Northwest District: Zoning, illustrates:the zoning for the.entire Northwest 
neighborhood im;lvding the study area. The study area is dominated bY" high density residential 
(RH) and stor_e front commercial zoning. The primary· purpose of the RH •zoning desi'gnation is ·tO 
encourage high-d.ensity residential development However, the RH zone supports a wide range of 
commercial land uses .as <;onditional uses. Conditional uses are land uses that are permitted but 
must go through ~eview. Land uses that are conditional uses in a (:!articular zoning designatiGn 
are required to d~tJionstrate that they will have minimal impacts on the. character and livability of 
the neighborhood they are located in. 
The storefront commercial (CS) zone designAtion and the central commercialwne (CX) ·are the 
two primary commercial zoning designations for the study area. The central coiruriercial zone 
extends along the entire notth side of W. Burnside Street. The intent.of the CX ;zone is to provide 
for a broad range of uses. This includes residential and most commercial uses. Chapter 33.130 of 
the COP Zoning Code describes that development within this zone "is intended to be very 
intense with high buildings placed closely together." 
Map z: 
n o Northwest Distritt Zoo ins ~· 
w • 
Zcri~ Deslgnallons 
- Olrmwdal (C$.·001. C02.P<. CG. El;() s 
0 S~lo Fatril'tRssl:leteial (Rl, RS, R7) !i3!l Mllilatnly F!asidel1!al (RH) 
Eilii] Qlen $pam (OS) 
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The storefront commercial (CS) zoning designation· extends the ehtire length ofNW 21st and 
N W 23rd A venues. In addition, the CS zone extends west from NW 21st Avenue along NW 
Thl.\llllan and :NW Yaughn Streets. The gcneral:characteristics of the CS zone is to preserve and 
enhance ~stablished commercial· areas with a storefront· character. The CS zone·a'Llows for a full 
range 'Of t.ammercial, business, and residential uses with both a 1ocal and regiorial market draw. 
Yet, it ruso requires new development to be compatible. with the existing character of the 
!lurrounding zones. E>evelopment in the CS zones is also intended to b'e pedestrian-orientated. 
Another zoning designation found in the study area is central employment (EX). The EX zoning 
designation is located east ofNW 20111 and is intended to allow mixed-uses. €hapter 33. 140 of the 
COP Zoning Code says that the EX zone is intended "for areas of the center of the City that have 
predominantly industrial type developmenL" Residential development is allowed, but is not 
intended to be the predominate use. 
Regional Parking Requirements 
Metro, the Portland metropolitan regional government and planning authority, is required by 
Oregon Revis~ Statutes and its Jl!>me ruJ~ charter to it:nplement the benchmarks established in 
the Statewide mandates. State Planning Goa,ll2, Transportation, and specifically tlie 
Transportation Plimning Rule, which implements Goall2, is designed to requc'e the amount of 
vehicle miles traveled:for aU metropolitan jurisdictions. Regions shall begin to do this through 
reducing parking by 10 perc.ent in a 20-year planning period ending in 2015.-To accomplish this. 
Metro has t:stablished a comprehensivt: planning stratt:gy based on a vision s;alled.the 2040 
Growth Concept. 
The Regional Urban Growths.Goals and Objectives (RUGGO's) provitle the regional policy 
framework to support the Metro Framework and Functional Plans that formalize the 2040 
Growth Concept. Title·2 of Metro's Urban Growth Management Framework Plan (its Functional 
Plan), Regional Parking, is the equivalent o'f a regional zoning eod.e that sets parking 
requirements for all junsdictiops. Like standard zoning codes, Title 2 ·sets parking requirements 
based.the density ofland use designations. NW 21 nand NW 23"' Avenues are designated Main 
Sti:eets, a. linear designation that requires mixed, high-density land uses. The Main Street 
design,ation is ititended to accommodate densiti~ of39 residents and ~mployees per acre. 
"We don't have much work to do on our parking standards. COP's parking 
standard~· a/reapy meet or exceed' Metro standards {Title 2]." 
- David Knowles, COP Planning Director - Address to University of 
Oregon Land lf.se Seminar. February 27, 1998 
Title 2 requires Main Streets to set minimums and maximums for particular land use categories. 
Parking regulations in Northwest Portland will not be substantially impacted by Title 2 because 
of the density required by the City's existing zoning code and their ongoing commitment of 
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reducing land use dedicated to parking. The Urban <J:rowth Managem~nt Functio~l Plan 
(UGMFP) was adopted by tvfetro in order to implement the RUGGO's. The UGMFP contains 
policies th<!t local city and county implementing ordinances m.ust conform to, typically this 
.mea.QS altering local comprehensive plans and development codes.· Title 2 contains the parking 
regulations and standards. 
Metro lists the following specific reasons Title 2 was adopted: 
• Encourage the reduction of parking and surface parking lots. Title 2 encourages land 
uses to be located closer to one another thereby making walking more viable. 
• Encourage the efficient use of land by reducing the spaces allowed for surface parking 
lots and thereby increasing the available land supply for commercial or residential 
space. 
• To reduce total automobile emissions to conform with the Employee Commute Options 
(ECO) rule requiring a 10% reduction in employee vehicle tp.ps by all employers with 
fifty or more employees at any worksite. ' 
• Coordinate and comply with the State Transportation Planning Rule that requires a I 0% 
reduction in parking spaces per capita over the next 20 years with the intent of 
encouraging a 20% reduction in vehicle·miles traveled per capita. 
The definition of parking under of Title 2 refers to "free, surface, off-street parking spaces fcir 
autos." Title 2· requires local jurisdictions to comply with the regional parking ratios. Perhaps the 
unique element of the ratios is that they set a maximum as well as a minimwri parking standard 
for individual uses. The lower parking ratios are implemented in areas where transit is currently 
or expected to be at 20-minute head ways during the evening peak commute hour. 
RUGGO's introduce a hierarchy of land use .designations ranging in density. Under this 
classification, NW 21 ~and NW 23n1 Avenues are designated Main Streets, a linear designation 
that requires mixed use high density. The Main Street designation is intended to accommodate 
densities of39 people per acre. This figure includes both.residents and employees. The Main 
Street land use designation is designed to model a linear mixed commercial, retail, and 
residential land-use pattern intended to service a localized area 
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2. 3 RESJDENTlALCOMMUNITY PROFILE 
Historically the Northwest has had a diversity·ofpopulation, with housing for both white collar 
and blue collar classes. The district's ptoximity to-both downtown and the industrial waterfront 
areas has made iran attractive location for both the city leaders who lived up on Nob Hill and for 
dock workers residing in "Slab-Town" on the northern edge of the district. The area began a 
period of decline in the early fifties as the rise of the automobile and post-war suburbanization 
took away much of the core residential population. The remaining population was comprised 
primarily of the older residents and young with an increasingly dependent population.(Northwest 
District Plan, 1977, p.25) 
Once a solid residential area, the Northwest has been subjected to the 
modifYmg forces of commercial, medical, and industrial investment and 
expansion. These factors, combined with increased property taxes, high land 
values, and increased absentee ownership have contributed to a subtle decline 
of sound residential uses and a continuing deterioration in social condi.tions. 
-NorthwesrDtstrlct Policy Plan, 1977. 
The late 1960s and 1970s were an age of activism for Northwest as residents. Implementation of 
planning efforts and, co~lescence between "the neighborhood feelings about quality of life and 
the neighborhood's path of development," (Bianco, 1994) brought renewed interest in the area. 
Plannl~g effons of the 1980s- that protected the residential enclaves drew support and· popular 
response to the area. The .underlying physical structure of its residential neighborhood remains 
that of forty ye;a.rs ago. Half of the existing housing in the area was, built before 1939: 0n1y 206 
unit~ have been constructed-~thin the study area since 1980. ' 
page tO 
Table 3: 
Study A.rea Housing Stock 1990: Year of Construction 
Built since 1980 
Built 1960-1979 
Built 1940·1959 
Built before 1940 
Source: Census 1990, t.able H-7 
Units Percent 
~6 ~1% 
816 12.2% 
1,334 20.0% 
4,323 64.7% 
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In 1996, II ,722 people were Jiving \Vi thin the boundaries of the Northwest neighborhood. The 
study area contained 8,991 residents, 3,582 in Gensus tract47, 2,650 in tract '!18 and 2,759 in tract 
49, close to 2,100 fewer people than ip 1960. The population reduction was most likely due to 
the redevelopment of the area and the loss of housing units to development in the medical 
distr~ct. 
Figure I, Population qf Study Area: 1960-1996, 
displays trends of declining population in 
Northwest over the past 40 years. The average 
age of those Jiving within the study area is 39 
with 50 percent between the ages of 25 and 45. 
Rising income may mean fewer people per 
housing unit 
Map 4: Study Area Census· Tracts 
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Table 5: 1990 Population of 
Northwest Study Area 
Housing 
Study Area Population Units 
Tract 47 3,630 2,313 
!llod<9roup 1 1.264 726 
2 1.368 814 
3 1,048 m 
Tract <48 2,72.2 2,082 
Blocl<g roup ! 1,175 807 
2 1,547 1.275 
Tn1ct 49 2,910 2,284 
Blockgroup 1 1,016 793 
2 ,,894 1,491 
TOTAL 9,312 6,679 
source: 1990 US Census Bureau 
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Ho using 
There is a diverse housing stock in northwest 
Portland including fine historic Victorian houses, 
apartment buildings, and newer row houses. Table 4 
shows that rental housing comprise of a very high 
percentage of this housing stock. 
Table 4: Stui:ly Area Occupancy 
Renter Occupied Unils • 
Owner Occupied Unils 
Total 
Percentage Renter 
Study Crunch 
Area Zone 
M2& 3.867 
598 184 
8,228 4,031 
\lO% 96% 
sourco:: 1990 u.s. eens~1a STF 3'30 
Income 
Incomes in Northwest have historically been lower than the COP average. Yet, as income trends 
flatten out in Portland as a whole, income in Northwest continues to rise. Figure 2: Median 
Household Income in Northwest shows the growth in income for Northwest residents compare.d 
to the city as a whole. Income trends for census for the wealthiest and least wealthy census tracts 
in the study area appear in the graph. 
Figure z : Median Household Income In Northwest: 1960 - 1996 
$40,000 ,------------------ --------, 
• 66 
-+--Oty of R:>rtland 
- e--study area 
- o- _ tract47 $10,000 
- o- tract49 
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
year 
Source: US Census Bureau :Decennial housing and population statistics 
Oregon State Unlvei$"Y, Department of Political Science at U1e following URL: 
'Www.osu.orst.edu/DepVpol_scVsahr/cpi96cf.gir 
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Between 1980 and 1996 the number of occupied dwelling units in. the COP increased by 25 
percent. In that same period the nunl.Scr ofliousehofds with at ·least one vehicle increased" by 35 
~erce.nt. On averaget City .ho.us.eho~ds ownc;d l.fl5. vehic;les per househo!d,.45,percent of all 
households owned more than one auto (Census, 1990). While these figures point to: increased 
mobility of the city's population, it also indicates an increased deinand for parking spaces for 
more people aonsuming more housing . 
. 
Vehicle ownership in Northw.est has been consistently lower than in the city as a w)lole, 1(119&0, 
38 percent of the city h11d-more than one car whiie 12 percent of Northwest bousehol~s mo,re than 
one. In 1990 this percentage bad risen to 14 percent of households and remains today. Table 5 
shows grow.th in autom.obije ownership more clearly. B~tween. l980 and 1996, housebDids in the 
study area ownit)g more t,hfm,one vehicle increased by 37 p!lrcent (3,179 to 4,357), yehicles-per 
unit increased by 28 per~nt V'h.ile occupied. units only increased by six percent. 
Table 5: Growth In Car Ownership for Northwes.t" Po.rtland 
Year number of units vehicles 
with more than per u.nit 
· one vehicle 
1980 s, 179 0.65 
1990 3,744 0 .78 
1996 4 ,357" 0.83 
source: 1980 Census, 1990 Census, 1996 ACS Census. 
• includes censu~ trpots 47, 48, and ~9. 
Travel Behavior 
# of occupied 
units 
(Households) 
. 6,161 . 
6,226 
6,502 
ReSidents wltllln the study area drive alqne to work 19 pen;ent less .than the city avjlrage,. walk to 
work' 400 percent more ;uui take transit 42 percent more often th'1!1-the city as a whole. 
Automobile ownership is d.irectiy. correlated to travel bebiJ,vior. 
Figure 3: Journey to Work 
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2.4 BUSINESS COMMUNITY PROFILE-
Changing Nat"qf~ of North'Yest Business. Cqmmunity 
Nationwide, the.nature of commercial activity is changing. Larger stores with economies of scale 
that anract customers from large geographic regions are providing goods nnd services once 
provided by neighborhood businesses. Much of this regional shopping activity takes place in new 
developments that take advnntage of cheap lnnd nnd adequate space for parking. While much has 
been written about the harmful effect of this new retail paradigm on the traditional mixed-use 
neighborhooa retailer, less attention has been placed on neighborhoods that are "sj.!ecessful" at 
reorienting their neighborhood commercial activity to regional specialties. 
Northwest Portland is enjoying a revival of commercial activity in Northwest 21~ and 23"' 
Avenues. The shops and restalirants.along NW 21" and NW 23"' Avenues attract· visitors from 
across the region. While the area l:tas long been a center of commerCial activity, the type of 
activity continues to change. Observations contained in the 1983 PSU report and the point to 
changes in business activity that contihues to this day. 
" Analysis .at a mare detailed level reveals that the lntenrfty of 
comnie;ciaiuses is Increasing. This means that many neigitborhood 
convenience establishments are being replaced by shops or restaurants that 
attract customers from a wider region Non residents are attracted to the 
commercial area because shops sell a unique product or sel'lltce avatlabfe.at 
limited locations in the metropolitan region. " (Gilmore, Telephone Sl,I!Vey. 
1995) 
As residents go outside the neighborhood to get there disposable goods, older communities are 
left With low-value, predominantly' service ~·busine5ses or they attract small stores that..serve 
a niche market missed by the larger retail centers. Nort11west bu..~ineS!ies have long been 
transforming into more of the niche type market with a regional draw, as acknowledged in the 
PSU study from 1983. 
" Along both NW 2Jsr and NW 23rd Avenues, general· commercial uses 
have increased slightly (from 1970- 1983). In general, sinflefami/y dwellings 
have experienced a dramatic decrease in numbers, and industrial uses have 
decreased along 21st Avenue. (PSU Study, 1983)." 
The change from a neighborhood services orientation to a regional draw can inctease demand for 
parking while failing to increase the parking supply. Businesses that focus on neighborhood 
services typically attract fewer vehicles as customers can walk to them. The likelihood of 
customers coming to these businesses from outside the neighborhood· is low as similar ~ocal draw 
businesses exist in other districts As the proportion of customers from outside the immediate 
neighborhood grows, automobile use for shopping increases and the need for parking grows. The 
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1983 PSU study estimated that-app~ox:iplate!y-.70. percen1 afpatrons' ~IIIYeyed·came from outside 
the neighborhood. "It appejll'S," says ~e rep01i''Wat ~$. ev~ry increa,se il) ,regional commercial 
u.~es, the.demand for. and the deficit ofJ?<l!'king spaces jncreases.:,~ccordingly." 'J1!e·PSU study 
notes that this tren~ towar~ regio~.busines.~ ,orientatioQ in, No.rthwest is .continuing. Today, 
fifteen years after the study was completed, this trend.has inde~ continved. 
Impacts of Economic Vitality 
The Northwest neighborhood has enjoyed a sustained period of economic-prosperity over the 
past 15 years. While.l)i'osperity aids the health of the communitY, it caii also·t€:quire·a 
neighborhood l<l fuce. new issues .. Increased commercial' activity and-lncreli$Cd car· ownership pe~ 
household has taised the demlind for parking. A multitude ofsmall-scrue comnierclai enretprises 
along 21st and 23rd Avenues flanked by residential areas, many with medium ana high density, 
creates a varied parking demand and makes implementation of a single policy difficult. While 
many solutions have been discussed over the years, no specifi·c, con;~preliensive district. parking 
management policy has l?een implemented. ' 
Employment n\lmbers for Northwest-are diffic'ult to estimate. Th.is is largely aue fo tlie tnix of 
uses within buildings. Although a comprehensive employment survey has been suggested, none 
has been conducted as of this date. The Northwest District Plan counted 512 finns employing 
' . 13,000 people within the entire Northwest District, including the industrial area. Estimates of 
empl_OY,Illent.for the retail sec?.wi ofNorl;b.west (presumably not including medical'facilities) 
from the 1.992 Shuttle Survey .Parl9.ng St)ldy place the number at 300 businesses and 2,16() 
employ.ees (NW District Shuttle Project, 1992). At least S.O nighttime commercial. businesses 
(operating after 6pm), mainly restaurants, taverns; and a .movie theatre; were counted in the 
crunch zone. 
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Q.S .PARKING AV A:II:.ABI'LITY' fSUPPL Y.) 
Parkihg supply consists of on-sfreet atld off-street'spaces. On·strellt parking is a portion of the 
public right-of-way that is devoted 'to publfc parking: These spaces are regulated'ihrough a 
variety of-parking management techniques, theibree most common being: metering, tinilng, and 
permits. Off street parking includes private driveways and garages for single family residences, 
commercial lots, residential lots, and public lots. This section provides a base of theoretical 
information and an analysis of the parking supply in the PSA. 
City zoning cocjes genefl\lly require urban land-uses to provide oft'-street parking. This off-street 
parking supply is.'il)tende(! to insulate the community from ~pillov.er parJcing p~ssures. On-street 
parking may serve as primary, ovedlow or convenience parkil)g k\lt if unregulated is not-reserved 
for any cl~ly, ide;1tified use. Parking management often clearly defines the intended use or user 
of on-street parking. 
For'Northwest, as with many communities that were platted before the need to supply extensive 
automobile parking, the availability of off-street parking is limited. On a gross scale,,commercial 
and residential developments fall short oftbe off-street parking required by present day zoning 
codes. Therefore,. m~y residents, ~mployees 3!1P·Yi~itors m11st compete for on-street parking. 
Sources of Information 
The study analyzes parking supply b3$ed on three 'data collection efforts: a 1983 PSU inventory; 
the City of Portland License Plate Survey, 1995; and the Off Street Parking Lot Inventory 
conducted by the NHBA and NWDA in 1996. Each inventory an"!llyzes·parking supply for the 
areas between W. Burnside Street, NW 16"', NW Pettygrove, and NW 2Sih Avenues. Map 5, 
Parking Inventory Analysis Areas, displays the boundary shared by each study and fmer 
boundaries that each study used to analyzed their data. 
1983 PSU Workshop Project: Competition for Limited Spnces 
Calculating the parking supply and demand for Northwest requires an intensive inventory 
of all on-street and off-street spaces and an analysis of potential demand. No such estimate 
has been undertaken for Northwest recently, however, a .1983 study by a PSU masters 
program did a comprehensive inventory based on a count of parking spaces and zoning 
requirements for individual land uses. 
Results for the 1983 study are presented in the table below. By dividing the district into 6 
communities, the report is able to compare parking availability for each area separately. 
Using a zoning based analysis, the study reports an aggregate deficit of3,000 spaces when 
on-street spaces are left out of the calculations. Inclusion of on-street spaces results in a 
surplus of 1,188 spaces. Individually there appears to be a shortage of parking spaces for 
both the medical communities surrounding Good Samaritan hospital and the institutional 
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community surrounding the churches and schools. None of the communities were deemed 
to have adequate parking without use of the on-street spaces. 
The boundaries of the 1983 study include spaces within the "industrial community;' ~long 
the eastern edge of·theDistrict. While ihclusion of this area adds 'to the ·overall picture, it is 
misleading because these spaces, especially off•street Jots, are committed to industrial uses 
and are unavailable to residents, employees, and visitors. When the industrial -community is 
excluded from the study, a new picture emerges with a deficit of2,563 spaces and a surplus 
of 652 spaces when on street are developed. 
The 1983 PSU report provides a comprehensive analysis of parking spaces by analyzing off-
street spaces, on-street spaces, and on-street time limited spj!ces. While this information is 
comprehensive, it lacks detail on space location and may be out of date. The License Plate 
Survey provides a rough-count of on-street spaces and driveways. The off-street lot inventory by 
the NWDA lll!d NHBA p~ovides a spatially defined and accurate analysis of supply of off-street 
lots and spaces within each lot. 
Table~: 
Estimates of Parking Demand and Parking Supply in Northwest, 1983 
Dt(.1'1'ancl Supply 
bandon W/0 w 
community bOUftdlr1tl na~ zontng Oft•'lttltt Oft•Str .. t total Oft•ltl'1-lt on•l lt .. t 
1. Col'l'ln'\etdal 241hlo 2011\ SllltMI• t. ,.,..,.,..,.,..,. 
llleelu • lonQ &111"1'111M tal-405, 
3,672 3.~00 2.2'14 5.•50· ' (GGG) 1.576 
2. Me<llcaJ 2')10 !0 }ttl\ O..t\Oft10 Kelif"''Y. ~ 01\ 
'*'cti kll-·--l*dl• r.~tilh 3.088 2,056 7<8 2.803 (I ,032) (288) 
3. CtntraJ Residential tOll!. tO 201'1, ~ IO KUI'I'If 206 107 11'3 370 (09) 74 
4 West Re.tlden1ial l41hW Utll, W .. lo_.l\t,ad .,.,~.,. 387 341 363 104 (46) 317 
S. lncWatttllll 1GII\~ lflh, E....,.IUOP"~ 1,475. 1,032 979 2,0J1: <••3) 538 
&. lnstln.nionll 1oth to ... c.. o~A"Mid.• Hort ~ 781 335 220 584 (448) (217) 
~-) 
T0\41 ll~;>o~S•<S 9.ns 6,100 4,194 10-303 (3.~) 1,188 
Total leu lndUltriCI1 • ld.IOt• N.I ... I~ 7,840 &.on U15 8.292 (2,583) &52 
TOWI ItuW. RtL GOnk!nru t.lmetllll!y IOU!d_.,.,. 8,728 5.768 3.831 t.SII9 (2,1!60) 871 
. . 
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1995 Off-street Parking Lot Inventory 
. 
In the fall of 1995, n:t~.mbets of the Nob Hill Business Association and the Northwest 
District Association conducted an iQ.yentory of off-street parking lots in 1995. The 
inventory includes information on the number of lots and their location, the number of 
spa~s in each lot, and its use. Lots were divided into those serving:residential uses and 
those serving commercial uses. ln the winter of 1998, the l':lorthwest Parking Group 
digitized this inventory in order to estimate the availability of these lots. 
Table 7: 
Off-Street Parl<ing Inventory, 1996 . 
. 
Entire Inventory Cninch' Zone 
Marclo 1998 
The in.v.entory counted 
146 lots within the 
c;unch zone, conUUJUng 
over 2,704 spaces, 
seventeen percent of 
which are residential. lots space.s lots spaces 
Residential 50 628 40 471 
Commercial 194 3.854 106 2,233 
Total 244 4:482 146 2,704 
1995 City of Portland Li~:ense-Plate Survey 
ln 1995 the City of Portland recorded the license plates for vehicles. parked in Northwest in 
an effort to identify the.eomposition of vehicles using on-street spaces. The study identified 
resident vehicles by checking the registration addre~s of the license. Because many 
residerlts of Northwest may own vehicles registered to an address elsewhere, a system was 
devised to identify these "suspected residents." Other methods were used to identify 
commuters and visitors. ·Unfortunately, the study failed to·identify a majority of the 
vehicles parked in the area. 
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Since 1995, the Nob Hill Business Association has enlisted thqervices ofTrueheart Data 
Consultants to further analyze the original data. This analysis, due ou'i in Spring of 1998, 
may shed addiiionalliglit on tiie ~ltuation. Pr~lihi.inart results ff<,)m Trueheart have 
produced an estimate of on-street parking spaces as recorded by the survey and an estimate 
of driveways as well. 
The estimates of parking spaces and driveways are presented in the table below. The 
driveways serve as a proxy for off-street residential lots. Assuming that each driveway 
accesses 1.5 off-street spaces, there are 708 driveways equally 1,062 off-street single-family 
spaces in the inventory boundary. 
further analysis by the NorthV{est Parking Project estimates the number of spaces and driveways 
in the "crunch zone." 'Estinuiies are based on the sum of zone IC; lE; .half of IW; thirty. percent 
of7..one 2;·nnd ten percent of zone 3. 
Table 8; 
On-Street Parking· spaces and Number of Driveways for Inventory Boundary 
ZONE Boundaries 
Zone 1c 2 3 rd to 21 st, Lqvejoy to i£urn9ido 
Zone 1E 18th to 21st, 'Lovejoy to Burnside 
Zone 1W 23rd to 24th: Lpv~joy to Burnside 
Zone2 18th to 18th, Lovejoy to Burnside 
Zone 3 19th to 24th, Pettygrove to Lovejoy 
Zone4 16th to- 19th,. Pettygrove to Lovejoy 
Area Total 
estimated in crunch zone• 
Section 2; Parking In Northwest; II Bas<: 1\naly•ls 
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II 
822 149 
1,188 149 
398 n 
554 86 
900 169 
321 78 
4,180 708 
2,462 379 
source: Trueheart D8la Consuijants, 1998 
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Residential Parking Supply 
The 1983 PSU study determines supply and di!IT\Sfld <?f pa~king. This analy.sls reports a supply Qt6, 109 
off-street parking spaces and 3,544 oli•street spaces in the study aref!. 
Table 9: Parking Supply by 1983 PSU report 
Number of Spaces · 
6,109 off-street·parking spaces 
3,544 on-street parking spaces 
650 on-street time limited P.arking spaces 
Total · 
10,303 total parking spaces for the 1983 study area 
The I 983 inventory does not adjust supply for timed on-street parki.o,g spaces. Sioce. timed spaces 
suggest turn over, the effective supply of a titned space is higher then a non-tiined :;pace. Th~ 
inventory reports the number of spaces as if they were untimed rather then effective parking 
calculated by applying time limits. 
The Parking Group has done an analysis on the License Plate Survcy·and Off-Street Parking Lot 
Inventory in order to get a second estimate of parking supply. The method to combine the data 
requires four basic steps and ty.ro bas~c assumptions. Step 1 is a s~.ation of. on-street spaces 
and off-street lots to obtain Subtotal 1. Step 2 assumed that each off-street lot possessed a 
driveway. To obtain the number of driv.eways minus those that led to off~street lots, Driye~ays I, 
a driveway was removed ·for each off street tot. Step 3 assumed that each driveway in Dti'veways 
I held the capacity of 1.5 parldng spaces. Driveways f was multiplied py 1.5 to obtain the total 
amount of driveway parking, Sub Driveways. The total on_ and off-street large-lot supply, 
Subtotal I, was added to the total amount of driveways spaces, sub Dri v~ways, to obtain the 
Total Supply. ' 
~tep 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4· 
pn-street Space.s Driveways Driveways 1 Subtotal1 
1+ Large off-street lots LargE! off-street lots • 1.5 + Sub Driveways 
Subtotal 1 Driveways 1 Sub Driveways OTALSUPPLY 
The total supply of parking in the cnmch zone is 5,522 spaces. Of those, 3,289 spaces are 
available to residents: 2,462 on street and 827 off street (356 spaces in 237 driveways (Trueheart 
Data Consultants, 1998 ) and 471 in off-street lots. The commercial off street supply is 2,233 
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2.6 PARKING DEMAND 
There are two methods for estimating parking demand. One is to estimate relative demand by 
looking at residential population and vehicle ownership to determinetotal vehicle oWI!erehip for 
a particular area. Another is by looking at the land use within an area to determine parking needs 
based on the minimum zoning code requirement. The 1983 PSU study takes the second 
approach, estimating total demand for the study are to be 9,115 spaces (PSU, 1983). 
Calculating demand based on the 1983 zoning requirements, PSU calculated a demand for 9,115 
parking spaces. The study concludes that a shortage of over 3,000 off-street parking spaces exists 
between the required code and built scenarios. When on-street parking spaces are added, a 
surplus of over 1,000 spaces is reported. 
Table 10 Without on-street With on-street 
Demand 9,115 9,115 
Supply 6,109 10,303 
Available parking -3,006 +1, 1BB 
Source. PSU, 1983. 
This second method of determining demand has several shortcomings, as the report 
acknowledges. Foremost is the conservative nature of the zoning code. 
"The Zoning Code is a conservative, minimum es·timate of parking spaces 
requir,ed for individual uses and may underestimate actual demand. For 
example, residential stnJctures with four units. or more require only one 
parking space for every two units and structures with three or less units 
require.one parking space per unit." (PSU, 1983) 
The report also notes the lack of required spaces for certain commercial zones (there is an 
assumption that patrons and employees will take public transportation or park on-street). 
Given the shortcomings of the 1983 estimate of demand and the age of the data, a new estimate 
of demand is appropriate. The NW Parking Project estimate separates demand into two 
categories, business and residential. 
The Northwest Parking Project estimates approximately 4,000 residentially owned vehicles in 
the PSA and 2,900 in the crunch zone (Census, 1996). Past surveys of parking behavior indicate 
that approximately half of the vehicles in the study area, 2,000, are parked on the street (Gilmore 
Te lephone Survey, 1995). The NW Parking Project estimates that 71 percent (2,073) of 
residential vehicles park on street in the crunch zone, an estimated derived using 1996 Census 
demand data and parking supply data from section 2.5. 
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Residential demand for parking is a function of the number of bovsing units in an area and the 
number of vehicles per unit in the area. 
Table 11 · Vehicles in Households for Northwest COP 
Northwest Parking Study Boundaries Survey of Northwest 
Residents 
1980 1990 1996 1995 
Census Census Census Telephone 
No vehicles in HH 31% 42% 35% 20% 
One vehicle 50% 46% 53% 52% 
Two vehicles 17% 5% 11% 22% 
Three or more 2% 7% 1% 6% 
100% 100% 100% 100% 
Source; CenSlJs, 1980, 1990 and 1996 and Telephone survey, 1995 
Demand for businesses are more difficult to generate. The NW Parking Project considers 
business demand as a function of the employees, customers and the mode split of each group. 
This demand is difficult to generate because employment data for individual businesses are not 
provided through public services. More difficult is calculating the customer based automobile 
demand for businesses. This requires knowledge of at least building square footage and use. 
As stated in Business Profiles, section 2.4, the nature of Northwest's businesses are also 
changing. These businesses are less dependent on local customers and are attracting more outside 
patrons. As reported by an intercept survey done by the 1992 PSU Consulting Group, 94 percent 
of non-residents drove while 87 percent of the residents did not drive. And of tlic total 
respondents, 62 percent were non-residents. The NW Parking Group counted 50 ·businesses that 
attract evening business along NW 21 ", NW 23"' and W. Burnside in the crunch zone. 
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2.7 CGNC'LUSION: ANALYSIS OF PARKfNG 
' I ' •· 
. This s~tiQn provjde$ an analysis pf the. parking situation for the·parking.crunch zo~e during p.m. 
hours. The p.m. is defined as post 6 p.m. on a typical weekday. This analysis shall explain the 
conflicting use of parking through supply and demand. Parking supply is calculated by summing 
on-street lll)d off-street spaces (see section 2.6). Off-street spaces include parking :lots and 
driveway parking. Deman9 is discussed as a sum of residential car ownership· and p.m. business 
atVactions (see section 2.7). The data.sources for parking supply are the COP License Plate 
Survey and the Off~Street Parking Lot;Inventory by the NWDA and NHBA, 1995. Parking 
demand is estimated using the 1996 U.S. Census Bureau: American Community Survey and 
first-hanclcounts of p.m. business attractions. 
Supply Analysis 
The total supply of crunch zone parking is 5,522 spaces._Pfthose, 3,2?9 spaces are available to 
residents, '2,461 on street and ~27 off street:.356 spaces in: 237 driveways' (see methodology, 
section 2.5, pag~s 1'9-iO; Trueheart Data Collection, 199S)'and 47J 'ih off:street Jots. The 
commerciat off' street supply' ls'2,233, with 249 spaces allocated specifically for nlgpttime 
attractors (analysis of Off-Street Parking Lot Inventory). 
Demand Analysis 
Demand is .c!l}culated as potential residential demand plus potential commerc~al demand. In 
1996, the U.S. Census Bureau·reported 2,900 residentially owned vehicles within the crunch 
zone, .69 vehicles per 4,189 households. The crunch zone also contains over 50 businesses 
within NW 21 "· NW 23n~ and W. Burnside that attract customers during the p.m. hours. Demand 
estimates vary for nighttime commercial attractors by use, size and time. This study does not 
attempt to calculate the commercial demand rather address the lack of parking fot 'nighttime 
commercial activity and. resi9c;ntial p~g. Applying conventional trip attracJ:ion_rates found in 
the Insti~ute for Transportation ijngin~ers manuals, Trip Generation and the Traffic Engineering 
Handbook, may be used to generate a more detailed estimate. 
Calculating the Implications of Supply and Demand 
An efficiently used on-street parking infrastructure is considered to be 85 percent OCCJ.Ipie.d 
during peak hours (Barton-Aschman, 1983; Rick Williams, interview 1998). The calculations of 
supply and demand shall consider parking infrastnlCture for both the f00 percent and 85 percent 
occupied scenarios. Yet, the analysis shall assume tllat each space is accounted for and 
potentially used by Northwest 'residents; employees or visitors. 
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Of the 2,900 residential v~cles within tile crunc4 zone, 4 7J. are in resideh.Jiar lots and 356 in 
driveways, leaving 2,073 residential automobiles to park on street. Of the estimated 2,462 on-
street spaces, residential automobiles use approximately 84 percent of the total during the p.m. 
hours. 438 oil-street spaces are left over ana available for visitors to bOth ~esidi:mtial hulnes an:d 
business. 
The commercial parking supply consists primarily·of2,233 offstreet.spaces within 106 off street 
parking lots. Of the 1061ots, 11 lots with 249 spaces are currently dedicated specifically by the 
p.m. businesses and it the other lots are believed to be unavailable. Therefore, when applying the 
I 00 percent method, 687 spaces, 43 8 on street and 249 off-street, are availalife to visitors, 
patrons and employees of 50 p.m. business in the crunclr zone. An average of 13:7 spaces per 
business exists assuming residents have first preference to park. The 85 percent efficiency 
applies only to on street parking spaces used for business activity. Therefore, of the 438 on street 
spaces, 372 will be occupied at any one time. The available supply decreases to 621 spaces, 
average of 12.4 spaces per business. 
This analysis suggests that the availability ofp~kingjs. cons.traimid duripg we!lkday eveniogs. 
Of course the above aiuifysis does qoi. retl~ct th~ real interaction of the supply apd demand oj the 
crunch zone infrastructure. In reality, li;J.e excess demand generated. by jnsufficient residential and 
commercial off-street parking cause on street competition for spa,ces. 
There are methods to increase parking supply (see Appendix II, Annotated Bibliography). One is 
to apply efficiency measures such as various on street parking management techniques, A s~ond 
is to utilize shared parking. Managing parking supply can also limit the use ofthe spaces to 
prefeucd users. A pcnnilprogram may prohibit or ·limit the use of on street pa1=king for lhose 
without a permit, often visitors. Demand management programs, such as developing a pricing 
scheme for parking spaces, will impact the current parking scenario. 
On Street. Park ing M;anageme~t 
Applying> time limits to on street spaces used for business clients can· increase effective parking 
supply. During a 5 hour business period (6 p.m.- II p.m.), and uhtimed space·i~ effectively one 
parking space. That space with a 3 hom pru:king limit will be used twice, doubling the supply, 
and a 2 hour limit will ensure that 3 automobiles use the space. Enforcement of time limits is 
essential to applying the scenario. 
Shared Parking 
Shared parking will increase the supply of parking. Presently, commercial shared parking may 
only occur in commercially zoned tu'eas. A Multiple Us~ Permit prograJ11 is being discu!;Sed to 
allow both commercial and residential shared parking in any zoned area (see section 3.2). 
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A pemlit program to limit commercial use of on street parking should not constrain the supply 
past the analysis performed here because the analysis assumes residential preference. Yet as 
stated above, the analysis does not reflect the actual competition for spaces between visitors, 
employees and residents. A parking permit program would limit that competition but may be 
expensive for multi-automobile households. This may be desirable for single family households 
and undesirable for multi-person rental households. 
Pricing 
Pricing is the most effective means to an efficient parking supply. Meters are easily monitored 
and off street lots are used for exiended periods of time. 
Con clusion 
The problem of parking in Northwest is multifaceted, yet simply put, there are not enough spaces 
to accommodate the demand. There are many possible solutions but all will have external 
impacts, will be positive to certain interests and harmful to others. Thus, when framing the issue, 
stakeholders must build a compromise to the implications of parking strategies. For the 
manipulation of the parking infrastructure must have a purpose and an intended user group, these 
must agreed upon before policy_or programs options are feasible for the district. 
Once policy objectives are clarified, a variety of solutions should be considered. Section 3.0, 
Policy and Program Options, discusses management programs, permits, pricing and transit use in 
greater detail to aid with this second stage of implementing solutions. 
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SECTION 3: POLICY AND PROGRAM OPTIONS 
There are many parking programs that are used by jurisdictions to control the use of parking and 
to ensure adequate supply. This section examines a variety of programs and policies that are 
widely used to manage automobile parking in urban areas. 
There is a substantial wealth of information available on parking management tecQniques and 
effons made towards examining and implementing parking policies. Some of the most common 
techniques are outlined below. A comprehensive parking manageme(lt str1,1tegy will Likely 
include the following pr~grarns, but should not overlook th~ myriad of other techniques 
available. Please rerer to the appendices of this document for more background information on 
patking management techniques. 
3 .1 ON-STREET PARKING MANAGEMENT 
Explanation/Definition 
On-street park.Lng is defin~d as those parking spaces that exist in the public right-of~way 
(Graham, 1998). The COP has three on-street parking management goals, these are(COP Bureau 
ofTraffic Management : · 
1) Ef(ectively manage on street parking by balancing cliangiiig demand and 
"maXimizing'' TeVenue; 
2) Supporting economic development, traffic flow, transit usage, and air quality by 
"altering the supply, operations, and/or demand for both on- and off-street parking", 
and 
3) Addressing local and regional air quality and congestion management issues by 
developing policies and strategies that promote alternative modes of transponation 
to the single occupancy vehicle. These goals are implemented for both individuals 
and businesses. 
On-street parking management techniques include metering, timed spaces, commercial loading, 
emergency spaces, and permit programs, among others. The control of the on-street parking is 
clearly central to the issue discussed by both residents and business. Control of on-street parking 
includes enforcement as well as regulation. Enforcement of timed or metered parking is essential 
to the success of on-street parking management, 
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Applicable Situations 
The management of on-street parking is implemented by the COP in a manner that maximizes 
the ability tQ ·respOQ.d to ii1dividual anq busineSs needs. Active parking, management is applied to 
many areas of the· City including the Northwest District. In the Northwest study area timed 
parking is currently used and metered parking is not (Graham, 1998). 
Winners/Losers 
Residents, business owners, and all stakeholders in the Northwest District are potential winners 
or losers of potential ott-street parking management practices. The management of on-street 
parking has a significant impact on the parking capacity of the district For example, the simple 
change from a two hour space to a one·hour space increases parking capacity by 100 perc;ent. In 
addition to the' time component, the hours that the timed space is app!icable for is of importance. 
Special district needs for such things as movie theaters and restaurants may be improved by 
extending timed parking into the early evening hours. 
Legal Implications 
Title 16, Vehicles and Parking, of the COP Municipal Code provides the City with the authority 
to regulate on-street parkin.~. This title regulates everything from parjdt:lg zones, metered 
parking, and area parking permit programs. However, according to ,Bill Graham, the COP City 
CoUncil adopted Title 16 without overly specific regulatory language in order to allpw sufficient 
judgement. In other words Title 16 provides broad authority but allows for equally broad 
discretion. COP staff indicate that this llilows them to regul!lte on a site specific basis rather than 
by black and white rules. In conclusion, the City has complete aut,llority to mange the on-street 
parking resource to ensure general safety, economic vitality, and livability. 
Meter Parking 
Explanation I Definition 
Metering is one of the most recognizable parking f!lgul~toty measures. In business :r.ones, on-
street parking is most often intended for short duration's (two hours or less). Periodically, 
parking meters or ticketing machines will be programmed for longer or shorter periods. Although 
it .may seem like a contradiction metering works to increase turn over rates. 
Applicable Situlltion.s 
Currently, parking meters are not used in the study area. In place of meters are signed curb 
segments along and adjacent to NW 21st and NW 23rd Avenues that limit parking to mainly two 
hour maximums. Some of these signed segments also limit parking to I hour, 30 minutes, 20 
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minute's etc. There appears to be no consistent method for their placement. Generally, the two-
hour limjt is the most wi,dely used regula~ on on the two .main commercial arterials. ~nforcement 
by the COP is tije only means of monitoring these spaces. It is not known what perc;entage of 
these spaces experience illegal parking and how often violations occur. 
Meters should l5e viewed as one component of a larger parking strategy that works to reduce on-
street parking and increase turn over rate (OECD, 1980). One argument that commercial intere~ts 
often make against the implementation of on-street metering is that it cauld work to reduce the 
number of people coming into a given commercial district This argument is commonly made by 
Central Business District retailers in their battle against the large amounts of free parking offere!l 
at suburban malls. 
A metering system combined with other strategies could be implemented in multiple variations. 
One scenario might involye placin~ ~eters on the two main commercia} arterials of 21st and 
23rd Avenues. Overa)l, tl.lese are th(l most desirable spaces in the community since tl).ey are 
close to both the main commercial area and the highest density resid~ntial area The literature 
suggests that a price structured metering systems would be the most effective strategy at 
increasing turnover (OECD, 1980). In this scenario, the less expe.nsive long-term parkjng spaces 
would be located further from the commercial areas and the more expensive shorter duration 
meters would be located directly adjacent to commercial businesses (OECD, 19.80). 
Leglll I P o.litjcsl l~plicstions 
Politically, there are potential problems with this scenario. Pushing short-term spaces away from 
the core business area (into spaces that are currently long-term) and increasing the cost (there 
currently is no direct cost to llSers) of spaces adjacent to businesses are just two problems. While 
this scenario may work to increase the ·automobile tUrnover rate, it is unlikely that it would 
increase it in a significant way as "signed" short-term spaces are simply replaced with metered 
short-term spaces. 
Many studies indicate that increasing the level of enforcement of one and two-hour time limit 
spaces will improve turnover· rates and the probability of finding a convenient on-street space. 
Enforcement is·also generally seen as the most important component of" the viability of many on-
street parking management ieebniques. (OECD, Scamiell, et al). 
Replacing conventional parking meters with new-technologies such as in' car meters has also 
been shown to increase turnover rates. One technology is in-car meters. These function like 
electronic debit cards. A driver prepays for a card, places it on the dashboard and turns it on 
while parking. The driver turns the meter off upon returning to the car (OECD, 1980). Another 
technology includes a device that detects when a driver bas pulled out of a parking space and 
then can zero out any time left, in effect resetting the meter. These devices have been used in 
Tokyo for the last ten years and have·been reeently tested in the United' States. 
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A combined metering and permit prograffi could have the effect. of pushing more automobiles 
into the limited number of metered spaces on the two ·maih arteriais as spaces are taken away on 
the residential streets by the permit system. The effects of a combined metering and permit 
system are difficult to gauge from a hypothetical scenario. It is assumed that metering alone 
would likely have a minor effect compared to the impact of say a combining metering with a 
residential permit program. A detailed examination of a residential permit program follows. 
Residen tial Permit Program 
Explanation I Definition 
Residential permit parking systems (RPPS's) are widely used parking management tools that 
allow residents of 11 definei:l geographic area to receive preference in parking in that area for a 
least a )>ortion of II 24-bour period. P"ermit ptograms are based on the principle of eliminatihg 
long-term nonresident parking. They can be strictly "reserved" permit programs or ''time limit'' 
parking programs or a combination of both (Martin, 1992). 
The reserved permit parking regulation can be implemented on streets and can operate on a full 
or part time basis. 
In all cases, the number of parking pemuts issued should not exceed the number of legal parking 
spaces in.a given block. 
Tl}e time limit ex~mption program is designed to increase the availability of on s~t parking for 
residents by discouraging long-term nonresident parking ,on residential streets .. This.reg}llation is 
less, restrictive than reserved permit parking sincf<motorists lacking permits are allowed to park 
on the street for a period of time not exceeding the signed time limit. 
Jurisdictions gen~rctllY tailOrJJermit systems to accommodate their particular situation. This 
approach insures an jlllalysis of realloC!ll problems on a scale that re.flects the community. A 
tailored program should reflect the needs and wishes of those in the lo.cal community. 
Additionally, if the RPPS is not part of a comprehensive parking stra.tegy and does not utjlize 
effective pricing measures that reflect the true demand for parking in the area in question, a 
logical, long-term solution is less likely (Martin, 1992). Determining a comprehensiye system 
tailored to the needs ofNW is beyond the scope of this analysis, however. Appendix A-ll, 
Annotated Bibliography, refers the reader to resources that may be used in further research. 
Applicable Situations 
A parking permit system in Northwest could be applied to access municipal, commercial or 
private facilities, whether they are attended or not. Parking permits can also be targeted to the 
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time period and place ofc~mgestion. Complex·price structures could be devised u.Sing differently 
priced permits varying by location, time of day and duration of parking (OECD, 1980). 
For instance, a simple plan would require the display of a purchased ,permit on all parked cars in 
a given zone between the hours of7 a.m. and 6 p.m. Variation by area co'Uld be achieved 'with a 
number of differently priced zones with a different sticker required in each. To vary prices by 
parking duration, permits could be required for long-term users only,.or less expensive stickers 
could be offered for short·term parking. Similarly, permits could be issued in hourly 
denominations so that commercial patrons could purchase one two-hour sticker while commuters 
wovld have to purchase four, for instance. (Martin, 1992). 
This type of stmtegy has the advantage of affecting all types of parking. Greater reductions in 
congestion could be expected, as drivers would not be able to escape charges by changing the 
facility they use. Also, ~ater revenues would be obtained as all·parked cars would be affected. 
Since charges are applied directly to the users thernsel ves, operators have no opportunity to 
absorb or redistribute the cost burden. These revenues could possible be used to fund additional 
enforcement or the creation of a Northwest Traffic Management Association tfMA) similar to 
the Llo~d District. TMA. 
Permits are trpically quite easy to administer. They could be offered in a number of 
denominations such as ~y, weekly, monthly and annual. Daily and weekly permits could be 
purchased at retail outlets in a manner similar to the distribution of lottery tickets whil~ annual 
permits could be distributed through the mail. 'Refunds for unused permits, made necessary by 
relocation or changes of vehicle ownership, could be handled at a limited number of outlets 
(Martin, 1992). 
The enforcement of a permlt system would be very different from other pricing schemes such as 
a tax. or surcharge and could present S<>me problems of administration. For instance, if each 
resident received a permit for every car they own; the permits could bt; loaned to friends or 
employees. Also, residents who normally park in their own off-street space may conceivably 
obtain a permit find it more convenient to park on the street thereby decreasing the number of 
spaces for other permit'holders. 
3 .2 SHARED PARKING 
Exp!anation/defmitjon 
Shared parking is defined·as.parking space that can be used to serve two or more individual land 
uses without conflict or encroachment. The opportunity to implement shared parking is the result 
of two conditions: 1) variations in peak accumulation of parked veWcles as the result of different 
activity patterns of neru:by land uses; or 2) relationships an1ong land use activities that result in 
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peQples' nttra~tion to. two or more land uses on a·single auto trip to a given area or development 
(Urb1111 L1111d Institute, Shared Parking, 1983). 
Shared parking w.ill typicalo/ .be establ,i.sbed through rwo types of arrangements. One, a developer 
builds a multiple \ISe development whose uses generate peak parking loads at different times of 
the day. Parking is provided and shared amongst all uses. Ideally, the quantity of spaces supplied 
is only eno4gb to serve the peak capacity of all the uses at any one point during the day. lbe 
developer will build fewer spaces then if he was required to build for th.e cumulative load 
ge.nerated by each use's peak. For example, a new development bas offices (150 parking spaces 
needed) 1111d a theatre (I 00 parking spaces needed). With shared parking, only need 185 parlting 
spaces may be required because the theatre does not need the 100 spaces until 7pm, at which 
time inost of the employees .will be gone. Two, single l1111d-use lots With parking will permit 
nearby land users to utilize their spaces during the off-peak hours or when not needed. Offices 
1111d bllllks often allow restaurant patrons to utilize their parking after 6pm. 
Applica~le Situatiop.;; 
Northwest Portland has ample opportunity to utilize commercial off-street parking lots for shared 
parking. As explained in the lnventory for Off-Street Parkin$ Lots (Apr.endix ~. commercial lots 
are most applicable for shared parking opportunities since residentia11ots are often utjlized all 
day. The parking inventory found that 96 commercial Jots containing 2, 178 spaces exist within 
the study boundary (W. Burnside, NW 16"', NW2S"', and NW Pettygrove), see map 5 in 
appendix I. 
The lots identified through the parking inventory are presently used primarily for a single use 
thus offering potential for shared use at off-peak hours. More recent developments, such as the 
Kitchen Kaboodle mixed use development, were .built with shared parking as a design feature. 
Commercial parking entices shoppers to this location and residentiaJ parking ipcrcascs the value 
of housing units. FutUre mixed-use deveiopments in the Northwest sboul(l consider utilizing a 
similar shared parKing model. 
Since parking peaks occur at different times 1111d days of the week for different land uses, so do 
shared parking opportunities. Churches are the only use that have been identified with weekday 
a.m. availability. Retai11111d office are both classified for weekday, post 6p.m. availability. Office 
1111d institutional uses are classified for weekend availabiiity. 
The Inventory for Off-Street Parking Lots maps shows the parking lots in Northwest. The most 
signific1111t contributor of p.m. parking spaces is Good Sam Hospital with over·400 structured 
parkins ~paces. The northeast and southeast sectors ~so have significant p.m. P,arking 
availability. Although Jots are more scare on the western side of the study area, these lo~ prov.ide 
quality opportunity 'for vruttparking,.as do the commercially zoned lots in that area. 
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Aif parties that desire increased parking capacicy with no or minimal infrastructure adcUtions are 
winners \Yith shared parking. Shared parking will not take parking away from any party, rather 
increase total parking capatity. Shared parking thus allows a more efficient use of the existing 
infrastructure. Shared parkin~ is also useful to new developers, or developers that redevelop lots, 
since it permits them to use more of their lot for building square fQo~ge and less. for parking. 
Shared parking for new developments may be particularly VJlluable in IIJ:eas that are have land 
constraints or that commit 1\ great delil of their land to parking. 
Shared parking will have both positive and negative extemaliti~. Increases in free parking may 
attract more automobile ·users rather than allocate spaces to the existin_g users. Increasing the 
parking capacity may both increase mode split toward automobiles and increase the gross 
number people that visit the Northwest. Businesses may desire this increase of visitors becaqse it 
should bring more business. Yet, untimed parking may also increase the 8ll!Ount of time that 
visitqrs park, 'thus decreasing the effective parking. capacity. Business interests may strive to 
implement timed, shared parking to increase parking turnover. Since off-street parkil!g is private 
the parking patrol 'for these spaces is not the City's responsibility. 
An increase in parking will increase the automobiles that flow through the Northwest District. As 
traffic increases so may congestion worsen. At the present st.~~te, both, residents and businesses 
have acknowledged the traffic congestion problem. As more parking is added transportation 
planning should be <lone to analyze the potential for increases in automobile use as well as an 
assessment of the effectiveneSs and performance of transportation facilities. 
One solution to increasing capacity without substantially increasjng congestion would be to 
develop residential only shared parking lots. In the short-run, resident only lots would not 
substantially increase residential automobile ownership, rather provide new parking spaces. Yet 
in the long run more parking will increase th.e ratio of automobiles per residential household. 
Presently the 'US Census tracts 47, 48 and 49 have a combined vehicle ownership rate of .78 
autos per household. Without tract 47 the rate drops to .62 and with only tract 4& and blockgroup 
4902 the split drops to .5 automobiles for each household. These low automobile densities are 
partially a function of good transit, proximity to b,usiness to residences and lack of residential 
patking. As shown through the Census statistics, car ownership increases as housing density 
decreases and parking becomes more avail~ble. Census trends also.show that automobile 
ownershiP. has increased for all households between 1980. ~d 1996. Still, increases in parking fs>r 
residenfs would not increase automo&ile ownership as quickly or greatly as would the increase of 
automobiles from visitors. 
Zoning 
As described in the Base Analysis section of this document the study area includes six different 
residential, commercial, and industrial zoning designations. Two of th(f predominate zoning 
designations are Storefront Commercial (CS) and High Density Residential (RH). The CS zone 
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does not require any off-street parking as noted in Chapter 33.266 Table 266-1 ofP<»rtland!s 
Zoning Code. The RH zone requires no parking for buildings with 1 t9 3 wilts and 1. space. per 2 
units for all buildings' with four· or more llllits. The remaining ZQ.rnng .designations of the 
Northwest District require varying amounts of parking b~ed on the use occupying the.building. 
As illustrated by the Zoning Map (Map 2, p. 7) the CS zone district typically only extends 50 to 
75 feet from both NW 21" and NW 23"' Avenue. Therefore, many of the retail 'sales, service, and 
office commercial uses located in the Northwest District fall within the Hi~-Density Residential 
(RH) zone and are allowed only as conditional uses. 1n order to be allowed the uses must meet 
the approval criteria found in Chapter 33.815, Conditional Uses. In or<l.er for the conflitional use 
to be approved it must be consistent will all provision (such as parking) of the proposed use, as 
well as meet the specific conditional use criteria found in Chapter 33.815.1 OS (A-B). These 
criteria require the overall residentia1 appearance and function of th!' area will not ~ignificantly 
changed due to the proposed use. That the proposed use is compatible with any City designaJed 
resources. The use must ensure that elements such.as noise, glare, safety, and light-night 
operations will not compromise livability. 111e proposed use must be i.q conformance with the 
CitY's Trans"jiortation Element. All public services, such as water, sewer, poliqe, and fire, must be 
able to service the proposed area. Finally, the proposed use must be consistent wiih any plan 
districts. 
Presently, commercial parking is a prohibited use in areas \vith an RH zoning. designation. This 
presents a regulatory hurdte for the possibility of providing shared parking on a significant 
nwnber of underutilized pa.rk.ing lots lrn;ated in the Northwe:;l Di~trict. 
Multiple Use Parking Opportunities and Constraints 
The Nob Hill Business Associa\ion contracted with Bob Stacey, fonnally with Ball Janik 
Attorneys, to craft a regulalory method to allow shared parking and to allow the !IIOrf? ~fficient 
use of existing off-street parking resources identified in the Northwest District. 
Originally, a Mixed Use Parking Plan to allow for shared parking opportunities was proposed. 
However, at the direction of City staff and the NHBA the proposal was changed from a district 
plan to· an overlay district. Tjlis change WdS made to elevate the concerns of other Portland 
neighborhoods that felt that a m,ixed:use parking overlay zone could be used in their areas. The 
Northwest Plan District would establish a system by which a Shared Parking Permit could be 
issued for nonresidential parking lots. These permits are proposed to be processed as 
administrative land use decisions, with notice to the neighborhood committee, but no public 
hearing. This would allow a minimum of processing time under clear and objective decision 
standards. It should be noted that the proposed language would allow the use of nonconforming 
parking lots to be used. Mr. Stacey su~gests that requiring a lot owner to comply with all 
landscape and buffering regulations would be a significant disincentive to participate in the 
shared parking permit program. 
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Another opportunity discussed in conjunction with the use of sh'ared parki_ng_ lotS is villet parking. 
Chapter 33.226.100, Parking Regulations, allows for stacked or valet parking if an attendant is 
present to move vehicles. If stacked parking is used for required parking spaces, a guarantee must 
be filed with the City to ensure that an attendant will always be present. Additional regulations 
governing setbacks and parking lot layout are included in Section 33.266.140 of the zoning code. 
3 .3 REMOTE PARKING WITH SHUTTLE BUS 
Another strategy is the implementation of a district shopper bus that could run on a I 0-minute 
headway. This type of circular bus provided by a smaller les.s expensJve bus could provide timed 
transfers to both the light rai l station and to existing bus service to the downtown transit mall. 
In March of 1992 a group of PSU students, dubbed the 'PSU Coosulting Group {Northwest 
District Shuttle Project, 1992), set out to determine the feasibil ity of running a weekend shuttle 
bus service through Northwest. The study examined a "small-bus customer oriented shuttle" that 
would circulate between 2-3rd and-2·l·st and a remote lot, possibly a industrial lot located beneath 
1-405. Their research focussed on the effectiveness of the service in reJieving parking congestion, 
the public receptivity to the idea, and the economic feasibility of the system. 
" In its idea/form, shuflle buses would visit several designated parking areas 
on the perimeter of the Northwest District, picking up prospectiye shaRpers, 
diners, and wanderers, then carrying them up and down NW 21st and NW 
23rd. Patrons could get off at any of several predetermined stops, and they 
would later be returned io their cars at the remote lots. Fares would be 
minimal, the pa.ce would be relaxed, and the usual concerns about parking 
spaces, parking tickets, and car security would be nothing more than an 
unpleasant memory. "(PSU Consulting Group, Shuttle Parking Report) 
Market Analysis 
The project used an intercept survey and a survey of business owners and managers to determine 
public receptivity to the idea of a shuttle bus system. The intercept survey polled 184 people on 
the street during a weekend in May. Respondents were asked where they lived, how they got to 
Northwest and about their willingness to use a shuttle system. Thirty-eight percent of those 
surveyed lived in the area. Sixty-three percent drove to the area. 102 of those surveyed said they 
would be willing to use the shuttle if one were provided. 
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Table 12: Willingness. to Use4! ShJJttle (Shuttle Project) 
Willing to use shuttle 
unwilling 
Why unwilling? 
rather walk 
service inconvenient 
prefer Tri-Met 
prefer Car 
seurce: PSU Consultihg Group, 1992 
102 
82 
47 
10 
7 
5 
. 
Flgur~ 4:Resldency and Mode of Intercept Survey Respondents 
Non-residents - ~.~~,:!;~ 
drive 
58% 
source: PSU Consulting Group, 1992 
Business Fo~us Groups 
Residents 
33% 
Residents- drive 
5% 
4% 
March 1998 
The project estimated there to be 300 businesses in Northwest who altogether employ 2,160 
employees (Northwest Shuttle Study, 1992). Sixty-eight managers and business owners returned 
swveys and eleven attended focus group sessions. Results of the merchant survey indicates 62 
percent of al l employees commute to work from outside the Northwest District and 38 percent 
live in the area. Ofthese 1,004 work during the day and 335 work during the evening hours. 
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Employee Shuttle 
The study examines two types of shuttles, one for both visitors and employees and one for 
employe:es only. The ~mployee shuttle could either be run by the-business community or run co-
operatively with Good Sam.aritan HoSpital who runs a shuttle from l·Sth and Northup lot to the 
hospital. The visitor shuttle would work on weekends and ferry shoppers into the commercial 
district. Although the visitor shuttle was seen as an effective way to increase the amount of 
vi.sitors to Northwest, the cost estimates prove prohibitive. 
"(The visiror shuttle) is the most costly and the most difficult to implement, 
but it has the greatest potential for aesthetic appeal and goodness of fit with 
the tastes and expectations of the neighborhood." (page 22). 
While the study seemed confident that the increased patron ttaffic and resulting increased sales 
per square foot would entice businesses to sqpport the system they cautioned that success hinges 
on social acceptance of system. The-authors say the shuttle "must pick up patrons at the point at 
which they enter the District, move them quietly and cleanly to points of interest, then return 
them promptly to the parking facility." (page 7). 
Competition with Tri-Met would not pose a problem. The report surmises that an internal 
circulation system would be used by a clientele separate than Tri-Met's. While Tri-met is used 
largely by residents traveling out of the area, the circulation system would be used by visitors to 
move around-Northwest and to get to thj:ir cars: 
Recommendat!obs of Report 
In conclusion the report ,recommended against a. customer shuttle. Such a·shuttle would cost 
close to $150,000 a year to operate and projected fares would only capture $60,000 of that. Even 
the assumed $20,000 per year subsidy of the program by businesses would not cover anywhere 
near the cost of such a program. Implementation of an employee shuttle using a remote lot held 
greater promise. Cost of such as system would be less, given a reduced need for amenities and a 
reduced level of service. Such Jl system would free up 500 parking spaces, ac.cording to the 
report( PSP Consulting Group). Employee us~ would be reliant on·instituting'disincentives such 
as permit parking or timed p~king elsewhere in Northwest. Without on-street management 
programs, employees would tend to choose free convenient on-street parking over the free 
shuttle. 
Report Recommendations 
• Expand timed parking to all ofNW 23.s and NW 21" Avenues. 
• Publicize public transit and parking alternatives 
• Investigate residential permit system. 
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Recent Developments 
The Nob Hill Business Assoc.:iation has investigated a shuttle service both for employees and for 
visitors. Cost was the number one barrier according to members of the·NHBA. Businesses did 
not see funding the project themselves and Tri-Met is unwilling 10. fund a shuttle system as it is 
outside their purview. Tri-Met is specifically oriented towards providing altemativ«!s to cars and 
saw the shuttle system as something that facilitated the use of the llutomobi!e. Another barrier to 
implementation is the lack of interest from industrial lot owners in the area. Preliminary work to 
ascertain the possibility of using Consolidated Freight lot got no response from the company 
(Tom Raneri, 2/26/98). 
3 .4 ENCOURAGE TRANSIT RIDERSHIP 
As a neighborhood designed around a streetcar system, Northwest still retains a strong 
orientation to transit. Tri-met runs four bus lines through the area including Bus number 15 with 
1 0-rninute headway to downtown. Transit ridership in Northwest remains consistently high. In a 
ten year period between 1985 and 1995 ridership increased by 33 percent on Bus number 15, 31 
percent on bus number 17, and 64 percent on Bus number 77. The steady increase in transit 
ridership may suggest that as resident population and economic activity in the area have grown 
opportunities to increase transit usage Will increase in Northwest 
Two strategies can be used to increase the share of trips that are taken on transit in the Study 
area. The ftrst strategy is to increase the supply and frequency of transit service. However, 
simply increasing transit supply may not be enough to increase rider$bip .. Tl).erefore, !! demand 
strategy should be employed in conjunction with supply adjustments. These strategies include 
but are not limited to transit marketing, special price incen'ti:ves, and when appropriate 
disincentives for personal passenger vehicle use. 
Regional Transit Policies 
Title 2 of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan sets stricter parking ratios for areas 
with high levels of~it service than areas not served by transit. This stricter standard reflects 
the relationship between good transit service and decreased parking needs. Metro defines areas 
such as Northwest, that have transit service with 20-rninute head ways during the peak commute 
hour, as Zone "A". 
NW 21n and NW 23'd Avenue's are each designated Metro 2Q40 Main streets. While main streets 
contain an intense mix of street-orientated business and single- and multi-family housing that 
increases transit usage, most people still arrive by car( Metro 2040 Main Streets Report, 1996) 
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As the Northwest community works to entice those not currenily taking transit to do so, 'new 
systems aroWid the outskirts ofNorthwest may provide renewed opportunity in this regard. 
Several potential transit opportunities that may lead to changes in service to the study area 
include the opening of the Westside Max line in September 1999, and the continued pr~paralion 
for the Central City Street Car. The success of the Eastside Max has been attributed in part to the 
attractiveness to people who are not typical transit riders. Weekend ridership ftom Gresha!Jl has 
been steadily strong. If a new route design that provides an effective timed transfer service 
between the Stadiu:m Light Rail Station and NW 21" and NW 23nt Avenue are developed, it may 
be possible to attract shoppers who now arrive to the study area by automqbile. 
In addition to providing increased supply, two possible physical improvements should be 
considered. On NW 21-'' and NW 23nt curb extensions replaced traditional buS stops that requires 
a bus to pUll out of traffic and park at the sidewalk. Expanding this program to other 'transit 
streets such as NW Everett, NW Gilsan, NW Burnside, and NW Burnside provides several 
advantages to transit and non-transit users. Additional parking SPaces are provided on the street 
where the normal bus stop is eliminated, space outside the regular sidewalk is available for a bus 
stop· shelter, and transit lime is decreased, as buses are noi required to maneuver in and out of 
traffic. Also crossing distances for transit riders is minimized at every stop locatiQn, providing 
safer and more convenient access to transit at the same time as enhancing the safety of all 
pedestrians. 
Tri-Met Intercept Survey 
In Fall1995, the.GIImpre Research Group undertook a pedestrian intercept survey tO' 
determine the effects ofT ri-Mers holiday bus program inyolving Increased service ·and 
promotions. The,Jlurvey ,ql)eried respondents about thejr trip purpose. reasons for driving, and 
likelihood of transit use for subsequent visits to the neighborhood. 
The Tri-Met survey Included 237 auto users and 31 bus riders. 
Respondents to the survey were generally unaware of the holiday bus service {62%). In 
response to were they had heard abput the holiday bus service·the newspaper was cited the 
most (21%), wHh the radio cited (18%). 
ln addition, the engineeril)g for the Central City Street Car is continuing. The development of the 
Central City Street Car provides both opportunities and constraints for the parking issue in the 
study area. The designers of the streetcar are proposing I 0-minuate head ways when. ibe line 
becomes operational. Thh;Jeyel of s~rvice combined with dedicated.ti:ack space wilLprovide an 
attractive reliable service with a similar transit capacity as the current l;umber 15 bus line. 
However, th~ operation of the Central City Street Car may create another parking pressure as 
commuters may find it more attractive to park in the Northwest and ride the streetcar to the 
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downtown employment areas. The artroctiveness of fixed rail transit also attract.~ higher 
ridership numbers and particularly people that do not typically use.tta,nsit serv.ice, an(! therefoJ:e 
may attract shoJ?pers who otherwise using their private caJ:. 
Demand Strategies 
According to several studies 011 th.e issue, employee tran,sit passes can increase employee transit 
use. Programs such as bus pass subsidies for employees included bus passes subsidies. 
Discounted bus passes may influen<;e automobile drivers to begin riding the bus. Free passesiDay 
be more effective because tile employee who has a bus p~ (that may have not bought one' 
otherwise) may periodically use it. This type of program would encourage the use of transit and 
potentially decrease the reliance on single occupancy vehicles. In tum, this program would help 
miti,gate parking and traffic congestion. In order to promote transit 'USe several Tri-Met schedule 
and UU:ormation kiosks could be Jocatt<d with the study area These kiosks could ptovide 
scheduie info~tion, route maps, automated ticket and pass sales, and trip planning. 
Transit offers the opportunity to bring people into Northwest with negligible impacts on traffic 
co~estion and no impact on the parking congestion. While employees,.residents and .visitors use 
transit, it is employe~ travel that has the greatest impact Ol\ reducing parking needs. Full time 
employees takin~ transit will free one on-street space for the duration of their shift. Yet increased 
residential ridership does not directly remove autos from the street. To remove residentially 
owned automobiles from the street, residents must own Jess vehicles. Due to the difficulty of 
shifting auto owners to non-oW!lers~ employees based demand strategies may be most effective. 
The Nob Hill ~usiness Association .is c,urrently participating with Tri-Met to coordinate several 
demand strategies to provide discounted employee bus passes, free tran~it ride program for 
customers, and a general increased awareness of transit ridership opportunities. 
Transit Elements in Business Association's Transportation Strategy 
(Nob Hill Business Association, November 1996) 
• Employer Transit Pass Discounts for Employees 
Current Tri-Met program offers passes that are subsidized by employers (tax-
deductible). New annual pass program may be cheaper for businesses in areas with 
high potential ridership. 
• Shop-and-Ride Program for Shoppers & Visitors 
Tri-inet tickets for return trips when making minimum purchase. 
• Develop Transit, Parking & Access Guide 
Businesses woul~ offer a clear and easily-understood resource for visitors to the 
neighborhood describing'transit options. 
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Increases in transit ridership hold promise as ridership data indicates there has been steady 
growth in ridership within the existing transit service '\IId capacity. Transit is an important 
element of the policy tools available to residents and business, and when used in conjunction 
with other strategies will help address the parking issue in the Study area. Ongoing service 
evaluation based on passenger loads and opportunities for Tri-Met to partner ·with the 
stakeholders in the study area wi!l also help increase opportunities for transit use. There are no 
losers with a good transit policy. With increasing residential density and business intensity transit 
use will become an increasingly attractive and necessary alternative to the single occupancy 
vehicle. 
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SECTION 4: CONCLUSION 
"As there is no single parking problem,_ there is no sirzgle solution. Creative 
solutions specific to neighborhood areas will be the most effective method of 
increasing (parking) availability and decreasing Impacts. " 
Northwesl Joint Commillee on Parking, Apri/1988 
Through comprehensive research and analysis of the parking issue in Northwest Portland, the 
answer to the question of whether there is a parking problem is unclear. However, what is 
certain is that there is an ongoing debate over parking in the area. 
Parking in Northwest is and has been a community-based issue. Most of the stakeholders in the 
community perceive that something is wrong with regard to parking in their area and have 
believed this for over the past two decades. This in and of itself qualifies parking as a legitimate 
planning topic that needs attention. 
Parking as a planning issue is a complex topic and often leads to controversial discourse amongst 
those involved. Planning for parking includes an interplay between equity and efficiency, 
transportation and land-use, zoning and economics. The parking situation in Northwest is no 
different. On the one hand it is· a neighborhood dilemma that will require solutions based on the 
needs and wishes of the local stakeholders. On the other hand it is a regional issue, and solutions 
will inevitably effect regional travel patterns, perceptions of planning and the viability of high 
density mixed use development. Still, another argument is that solutions for the parking issue 
will require a market-based approach to efficiently allocate a limited amount of resources. 
A solution for the parking dilemma will likely incorporate elements from all of the potential 
solutions described above. Traditional community equity based planning, regional planning 
needs and goals of transportation and land use will need to be considered. As this study shows, 
the present situation has been led almost exclusively by the neighborhood for the past 20 years 
with little progress. 
In seeking a solution, it is hoped that this report will serve as a starting point. The data and 
objective analysis provide here is intended to provide the base analysis on which a balanced 
planning effort is undertaken and a comprehensive solution reached. 
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APPENDIX I: SHARED PARKING ANALYSIS 
• • j t • • • 
The ,Nort]:!~est Par~ng ~tudy has )dentifi!'d the locatio!) .and the us7 of all the.gff.~s.~e.t . 
commercial parKing lots that are located near the high-use comme«;ial zone· in Northwest.. The • 
inventory iflentifies 100 commercial ,lots, 44 of which are zoned Commercia). fU1d ·56.arc; ZO!led 
Residential. lrtformation on lot location, the number of parking spaces, and the use of the l9t , 
(residential or commercial) is from an inventory of off-street parking lots completed by the Joint 
Corrunittee on Parking in 1996. Tax-lot information .from Metro ~as used tCjl identify the parcel 
owner in I 994. Further informati9n of) the use of coriunerciai lots Wa.s'reCQr4cd in February of 
1998. Five types of use were.identified: office, re!ail; restaUrant, churc'h, and other. This use 
classification allows the assessment ofavailaoility by time of day11Dd·time of week. 
Assumptions on Availability 
Because the use of commercial lots within a residential zone is restricted to that of the adjoining 
building, many of these lots are lUlderutilized during certain times of the day and week. This 
inventory-attempts to estimate the availabilitY-bfthese lots based on tlie type of business using 
the lot and the likely times that .business would be closM.•F'or exampl'e: it Can be assumed that 
off-strcet.parking lots used by offices could be available mUle evenings (afthtiprri)'or on the 
weekends. Parking spaces used for retall establishments· could likewise·be'available in the 
evening hours but arc probably. not available on weekends. Table 1: Assumptions of Availability 
for Shared Parking Inventory shows the assumptions used by Northwest Parlcing.Project in 
. . 
assessing the potential availability of commercial lots in Northwest. These assumptions we.re 
arrived at1hro'ugb:literature and through conversations with the Business.association (meeting' 
with Nob Hill: Business.Association, 211~98). The table· shows a limited availability of parking 
lots before 6pni.for all.eommercialuses except for churches.· After 6pm availability ofoff-stteet 
lots increases as offices and retail sliops close their doors. 1t ·is a.Ssumed that office' parKing could 
be available on·the-weekends; and that private parking lots would' not be avai.Ialile at any time. 
Table 1: ~~sJJmptlons of Avallabll,lty for Shared Park·l~g 
Inventory ' 
Available Available Available 
USE pre-6pm? post-6pm? weekends? 
Office no yes yes 
Retail no yes no 
Restaurant no no no 
Church yes yes no 
Private Parking (paid no no no 
and unpaid) 
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Estimates of Lot Availability 
The assumptions on availability are used to estimate the number !Jf spaces available at certain 
times within the. ~!'JdY area. T-11b}e 2, "Estima(ed avai/.abiliry·of residentially zoned commercial 
parking lots in Northwest Portland shows the number of residentially zoned, commercial-use 
parking lots that could 'be -available for eacll of three time periods. Availability before 6pm would 
be llitrited to the 227 spaces irt five church lots. Over 1,000 parking spaces could be available in 
43 lots on weekday evenings. Over 500 spaces that could be made available dUrin& weekend 
hours. 
Table 2: Estimated' av~ilal;>ility of resid.el)tially zoned 
commer1<ial parking rots in Northwe~t Portland 
Before6pm 
After 6pm 
On Weekend 
source: Northwest Parkin& Study 
Parking .Lots Parking Spac~s 
5 227 
43 1,019 
29 501 
These p::present the potential parkitlg lots av~lablejf.l!l).pommercial lot owners to:make their 
lots availabl~. Also, althou_gh a! I the Jots are withi)l the central area ofNorthw.est, some are more 
remote than others. These n~pers represent ~upply over. a large area and may not correspond·to 
locations where parking is demanded,in the hours ,thatit is available. 
' Information on Specific Lots 
Tabl.e 3: Use and Zoning of Commercia/. Parking Lots and parking Spaces in:Northwest 
Portland, gives specific info{Olation on use and availability for each of the 100 conimerciallots 
iqcluded in.the inventory. :rhc lot# of each field corresponds to 'the numbers on the attached 
map, Shared Parking·[,pts; Lot !D by Zonillg & Time Avai/abiliry, that shows the location of 
each lot. The table shows. the.owner in 1994 and th.e number of spaces in the lot. Zoning 
designations are indicated by an R for Residential zones and a C for commercial zoning. Use is 
divided into five categories according to observations in February 1998. Availability is based on 
use and the previously mentioned assumptions of availability. The final columns on the table 
tally availability oflots and spaces fou11 the residentially.i:oned parking lots In the study area. Tt 
is from these numbers that the results. in Table 2 .are derived. · 
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Table 3: Use ahd Zoning of Commerciai Lots and Parking Spaces in Northwest Portland 
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Shared Parking Lots: 
Lot ID by Zoning & 
Time of Availibity 
Off street oommerdallots are shown 
for both Residential ar>d Commercial 
zoning. Time availability Is displayed 
with hatch-marking 
This map accompanies Table 3: Use 
and Zoning of Comercial Lots and 
Parking Spa.ces in Northwest 
Portland, found in Appenidx 1. 
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APPENDIX II: ANNOTAn D BffiLIOGRAPHY 
This an.notated bibliography offers brief elaboration's on documents uncovered in an extensive 
search of parking management literature. 
Barton-Ashman 
Associates, Inc. 
"Shared Parkin~ 
Demand for Selected 
Land Uses." Urban 
L and. September, 
1983. 
Barton-Aschman 
Associates, Inc. 
Shared Parkin &· 
ULI, 1983. 
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This paper serves as a summary to the Urban Land Institute's 
extensive 1983 study titled Shared Parking. 
The viability of a shared parking program relies on at least one of 
two conditions. First is when the activity patterns of adjacent or 
nearby land uses differs by hour, by day, by season. The second 
is when people are attracted to two or moreland uses on.a single 
auto. trip to a given area or develapment. 
This report is primarily a! tool to help municJP.alities conduct 
shared parking analysis. The general goal of lll:OSt shared p31kjng 
analy,sis COI),ducted by municipalities is three-fold. First, they 
want to establish the par!illlg demand for sipgle land uses defined 
in terms of peak unit demand, hpurly accumulation, and seasonal 
variation. Second, they want to deterttUn.e from direct 
observation the peak parking demand, for mixed-use 
devs:;lopments. Third, ll:uough combining lbe re:sults for ~ingle 
land uses wfth survey data for mixe4-use developments, it is 
possible to identify the effects of shared parking on total space 
reguirements. This is shown in terms ofti1e reduced number of 
park\ng spaces needed to serve peak activity periods. 
The article offers a recommended shared parking method and 
guidelines for implementing shared parking. The study Shared 
Parking goes into these in detail. 
Shared Parking serves as a guide for developers to implement 
shared parking for mixed-use developments. The book discusses 
the concepts of shared parking, provides peak parking ratios for 
various urban land uses and a methodolo~y- by which 
calculations•can be made to determine parking needs for a new 
development. Shared Parking provid~s the design, operation and 
management techniques for shared parking. The book·also 
provides the survey forms that were used in collecting the data 
the book. 
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Edwards, John. 
Parking: The 
Parking Handbook 
for Small 
Communities. 1994 
Hazel, Martin. 
"Permit Programs 
Increase On-Street 
Parking Availability 
in Residentia.l 
Areas." ITE 
Journal May, 1992. 
A6 
Shared parking can lead to a more efficient use of land. TI1e net 
number of spaces demanded at any one peak time for mixed-use 
developments can be much less than that required by the zoning 
code. Thus if the developer provides the net-peak, they can 
minimize parking and maximize gross leaseab)e area (GLA). 
Shared parking occurs most efficiently where there is a mix of 
uses whose peak demand for parking is at different times during 
the day. Residents and restaurants, offices and movie theatres, 
banks and hotels each different use patterns. Shared Parking 
provides parking trends for these uses. 
This book is a parking analysis and policy handbook that is 
geared for towns of between 500 and 50,000 residents. It also 
may be used for smaller segments of a larger city. The book 
goes into detail on collecting data, analyzing data, decision 
making, and implementing programs. The Parking Handbook 
conveys three basic concepts that should·be addressed when 
solving parking problems: 
• Understanding tl1c existing Stlpply and demand for parking, 
and being able to predict future demand; 
• Manipulating the future demand for parking to fit the 
structure, design and peJfom1ance of an area; 
• Employing common sense and efficiency in solutions. 
The first two chapters cover getting organized, collecting data 
and analyzing ihe parking demand. Chapters 3 and 4 deal with 
inlproving efficiency and increasing the existing parking 
infrastntcture. These remainder of the book deals with the 
implementation and management of parking policies and 
progranJs. 
This article exanJines a local municipality's effort to institute a 
strategy tried with success by many cities: a multi-leveled permit 
parking program. The program was implemented in 1977 and the 
article highlights not only the pros and cons of the system, but it 
details how the city administers the program. A review of this 
program is included in the NW Parking Project Repon. 
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Kuab, Geok. 
"Estimating Parking 
Demand for Mixed-
Use Developments 
Subject to TSM 
Ordinances," 
February, 1991. ITE 
Journal. 
NW Parking l'roject 
An Ana.ly1il of Parking Issues in Northwest Portland 
The author examines how to calculate parkjng demand for 
plixed-use.developmeuts. 
Trailitiol)ll,lly, a developlllent's parking demand is calculated 
b~d on parking code requirements as stipulated in city and/or 
county parking orilinances. These parklng ordinances are 
developed mostly to regulate parking suppiy to meet peak 
parking demand at single use developments. 
The author notes tllat a clear procedure for estimating parking 
demand is essential to developers, ppblic officials, and traffic 
engineers. It is particularly useful in' situations where the tenant 
density deviates from the average density for a specific use or in 
.cases where the regular parking code requirement have been 
perceived to be flawed. 
The procedure for estimating parking demand is complex. It 
involves many factors, including project size, type of zoning, 
type 6f people and number of people expected to visit a site, and 
the availability of alternative transportation modes. 
Most of the existing literature on estimating parking demand 
deals primarily with single. use projects. Literature on estimating 
parking demand for mixed-u~:e developments (MXfl's) is scant 
and no literature to date has dealt with parking demand 
estimation for MXD's subject to Transportation System 
Management (fSM) orilinances or the interactions between 
shared parking and parking reductions because ofTSM 
programs. 
The article proposes a methodology for estimating parking 
demand for MXD's planned in jurisdictions with TSM 
ordinances. Unlike.the regression based method which estimated 
parking demand for specific land uses by performing a 
regression analys.is on parking occupancy data collected across 
the country, the authors method is a project specific, user bas'ed 
approach that extends the concept by Weant in 1990's Parking. It 
accounts for potential parking reductionS resulting from the 
implementation of TSM programs and the sharing of parking 
space for MXD's. 
In estimating parking demand for the MXD; the following steps 
should be used: 
• Identify the various groups of u~ers of the MXD; 
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McGuiness, Erin 
and Sue McNeil, 
ASCE. "Statistical 
Models U. Predict 
Commercial and 
Parking Space 
Occupancy." 
Journal of Urban 
Planning and 
Development. 
December, 1991. 
AS 
• Estimate the total number of employees and non-employees; 
• Estimate the adjusted parking demand (using equation I 
above) for each user group; 
• Estimate the number of person trips and vehicle trips by 
mode with and without TSM programs; 
• Calculate lhe average vehicle occupancy with and without 
the TSM program; 
• Determine parking reductions resulting from the proposed 
TSM program for employees; 
• Determine parking reductions associated with shared parking 
l!Sing the parking accumulation schedule; 
• Subtract the parking saved as a resul t of the TSM program 
and of shared parking from the unadjusted parking demand 
obtain the adjusted parking demand. 
This methodology not only takes. into account parking reductions 
because ofTSM programs, but it also addresses the s.aving of 
spaces because of shared parking among different land uses of 
the MXD's. Savings in the number of parking spaces from the 
TSM programs is achieved through a reduction in automobile 
mode share and an increase in ve.hicle occupancy rate . Savings in 
the number of parking spaces resulting froro shared parking is 
realized because parking demand for different land uses peaks nt 
different times of the day. 
This paper examines the use of simple analytical models to 
estimate quantitatively the demand for site-specific commercial 
and parking space. The influence of location and other site 
characteristics on demand is captured and quantified through 
regression equations for occupa,ncy, based on data from the 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Central Business District. 
Parking space is believed to be a function oflocation, 
accessibility and presence of mixed-use development. The author 
notes in his analysis of pricing th.at demand for parking is not 
sensitive to price changes, but just the opposite. As price 
increases, occupancy does also. Statistically this is correct, but 
other factors are at work that can be captured by looking at 
particular marketing conditions. Parking cost is a function of the 
fee paid and the user values (accessibility, security and safety). If 
the user values the external costs more than the fee paid, than 
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Merriman, David. 
"Subsidized Parking 
and Neighborhood 
Nuisances." Article 
No. UE961093, 
• TournaJ. of Urban 
Economics. 1997. 
Mildner , Gerard 
C.S., J ames 
Strathman and 
Ma.rtha Bianco. 
"Parking Policies 
and Commuting 
Behavior." 
Transportatio.n 
Quarterly. Winter, 
1997. 
NW Parking Project 
An Analyslrof Parking lsiiUe& In Nonhwut Portland 
maybe-using .a more expensive lot is of no consequence. 
Specifically, parking lots with higher fees may more accessible 
to a driver's final destination. This ig not troe of a 11 cases. 
The author'.s core argument in this brief article is that the 
expansion of subsidized parking encourages travelers to switch 
from public transportation to auto travel. This demonstrates that, 
if parking demand is price elastic, a one unit increase in 
(subsidized) parking will result in more than one additional 
parker, addiRg to neighborhood spillovers . 
Subsidized parking is defined as free or below market price 
parking. 
The 4nplica.tion for Northwest. is. this;, if 'the demand for parking 
in Northw.est .is price elastic !jlld if more capacity is added 
without cjlargc and if the .SPlices arc ftlled to, capacity already 
(which they jll'e ), adding an additional free parking space will 
result in more than one additiopal automobile parker. 
A!lother implication is. that ins!ltutiQns (example, City of 
Portlanci) may reduce oeiehborhood nuisances from spillover 
parkers by raising.tl}e pric.c they charge for parking when their 
lots/c.urbs are ftlled to capacity. Even though. the increase in price 
may have no impact on the number of subsidized parkers, it may 
reduce the number of spillover parkers since it lowers the benefit 
from finding a subsidized space. 
T!le authors look at.parking regulations, tr,ansit service lev.els, 
and travel and parking behavior in multiple U.S. cities. A kl';y 
finding is that cities with interventionist parking policies (i .e. 
high parking prices and limited S\lpply), frequent transit service. 
and a high probability that drivers will have to pay to park are 
the most likely cities to have high transit.riQcrship figures. 
Nelson, R.B. ''A Tale The author studies the parking programs of four cities in Europe. 
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ofF our Cities and 
Their Car Parks." 
Transport. March, 
1988. 
Oliver, Gordon. 
"Portland Revs Up 
for Action." 
Planning. August, 
1994. 
Organization for 
Economic 
Cooperation and 
Development. 
"Evaluat'ion of 
Urban Parking 
Systems." Paris, 
1980. 
A tO 
He makes the argument that EIJJ'opean parking programs will 
generally not work in the United States. This is because of our 
lack of transit ridership and the European's ability to move many 
more drivers to subways, commuter rail and lightrail. 
European systems also institute complex pricing schemes with 
regard to parking which ·are generally not used in the United 
States. 
This article from 1994 gives a good overview of the recent issues 
and future of transportation planning in Portland. Of note is the 
City's decision to lift the 20-ycar parking lid in downtown 
Portland. In place will be a "parking ratio rule" that will work to 
reduce the number of new parking spaces by requiring local 
governments to establish maximum parking ratios for new 
development. Its goal is a 10% reduction in vehicles trips 
generated by new retail, c<>mmercial and industrial development. 
The. state parking rule also calls for a I 0% reduction in parking 
spaces over the next 20 years. 
In the Lloyd District, a close in mixed-use community in NE 
Portland, maximum parking ratios translate to 2 spaces for every 
1000 square feet of office space. 'fbe City allows 0. 7 and 1.0 
space for every 1000 feet of office space downtown. 
This research report from 1980 goes into detail about various 
parking strategies implemented in mainly European cities and 
some U.S. cities. The arguments, however, arc intended to be 
applied universally. A summary of some of their main points is 
provided below. 
Parking Strategies: Aims lind /nstmment: Parking strategies 
should be made within an overall framework of urban policy and 
integrated traffic and transportation management. An effective 
strategy requires a number of measures to be taken 
simultaneously and in a co-ordinated manner which makes it all 
the more difficult to assess the influence of each individual 
action and hence predict it's effectiveness in other circumstances. 
Parking: Broad Concerns: The paper identifies the following 
broad concerns with regard to parking: 
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• Space 
~ ·Air pollution 
• Noise 
• The perCeption that a parking spaC'e is available for people 
coming from outside the district 
• Highest and best use of streer~pace and 
• Off-street space security 
Districts t1re a Svstem of Variables: The paper looks at 
individual districts (neighborhood's, CBD's, etc.) as a system of 
variables, these include: 
• Input variables: those that are outside th.e direct influence of 
govemtnentlll intervention. 
• Instrument variables: are conti'oUed oy government 
measures. 
• Oi1tput variables: sometimes referred to as indicators, are not 
directly controlled by the authorities, but are a result of the 
interaction between ilie input and the 'instrtiment variables. 
Also, the paper also suggests the need to look at physical 
planning, legislation, fiqance and enfor~mjmt variables. 
The Parking System: Antilysi.t Areas.J The'·paper discusses the 
followi ng issues that should be .includM·in "a comprehensive 
parking strategy: 
• .Searching time for an empty $pace; 
• Walking.distance.- do·not allow employees to park within a 
specified distance from problem area; 
• Information systems - to direct visitors to shared parking/less 
congested facilities. Much of this will be done by word of 
mouth; 
• Cost of parking - a function bf\the nfoney costs of the space 
and other costs of searching time and walking distance. In 
<l$Sen~. fees, locatiort, capacity andillformation influence 
cost. Fees and taxes are the most effective means in obtaining 
a practical use of parking facilities. They work in advance 
(i.e. before·the 'decision on the travel mode is made; 
• User category - defining users for shared parking; 
II II 
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• Illegal parking - enforcement; 
• Space requirements - what ·is- the location and capacity of 
new facilities in the district?; 
• .Revenues- should be considered as a by-product of a strategy 
and not as a target. 
• "A parking strategy may be defined as a coherent package of 
parking or parking-related measures and courses of action 
within a comprehensive transportation plan to reach certain 
aims over a given period of time." 
Parking Strategies: Definition and Review: Main points include 
the following: 
• Location: fringe/urban residential; 
• Facility: privatelcommerciaVmunicipal; 
• Temporal: peak/off-peak or week/weekend. Could have 
strategies tha.t discourage commuters and encourage off-peak 
travel .benefiting business; 
• Dura):ioo and accumulation; 
• Pricing; 
• Parking price variation; 
• Car occupancy and trip purpose; 
• Parking permit systems; 
• An overview of the basic a~sumptions of a parking permit 
system is included in the paper; 
• 01}-stree.t parking charges: 
• Oq-st,reet parking is generally intended for ~hort-term use 
(two-hours or less). 
Price Elasrici!y: Price elasticity of parking may be influenced by 
ft variety of factors, these include: . 
• Type of use: hourly or by s.ubscription; 
• Frequency of use; 
• Geographic location of facilities; 
• Time lapse following a fee change. 
Application of.Graded Pricing (or On-Srreet Parking: 
• Apply a normal rate for short-duration parking and a 
preferential rate for loJ;~ger duration parking such as for 
residents. 
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Peng, Zhongren, 
Kenneth J. Dueker, 
and James G. 
Strathman. 
"Residential 
Location, 
Employment 
' Location, and 
Commuter 
Responses to . 
Parking Chal"ges." 
Transportation 
Research Record 
1556. 1996· 
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• Fee Collection Systems and EqUipment for On-Street 
Parking: 
• Parking meters: simple to use and no additional walking 
aistance. Disadvantages are i'ate·variations are a function of 
availlfb'i!it}' of coins, 11iiiaesthetiC;_-present obstacles on the 
footpath; 
• Ticketing machines: (I unit for-20 to so· spaces) simple, a 
short wa1klng distance, equipment installation; 
• Parking cards: no device, flexibility in pricing structure, low 
cost to municipality, higher risk Qffraud; · 
The.ilulhors argue that individuals.~m:-relatively more responsive 
to marginal changes in parking costs than to marginal changes in 
other vehicle operating costs. They report that researchers have 
fo.lllld a subs\antial reduction in·par.king demand and automobile 
commuting when commuters pay. for parking. An estimateCI-95% 
of US workers•do not pay for parking at thCir job site. ·:t'he:aniclc 
' based its findings on data from household -activity survey that 
questioned 2,200 households. They survey .was-conducted by 
Metro in 1994. 
S.trathman and Dueker found that the likelilrood-of being charged 
for parking was inversely related driving alone. 
The authors note a "chicken and egg" di lemma: that is, the 
choice of residential location is conditiol)al ~n mode choice and 
mode choice is conditioneq by residential 1ocation. Tf one has a 
strong preference for transit, it is m·ore likely tliat the choice of 
residential location will be made with regard to transit service. 
Mode choice is bound to one's residential location choice aniJ 
.Pe.op_lt;\Jiving in differjjnt areas wi ll have differing responses· to 
trll!lsit .setvlc~. improvements or increased parking charges. 
ln'Portland, for residents ~h9 )ivejn the urbll!l core, I 0.7% bike 
or wa.ij( to work, 11.14~ take lr.m$11, 57.2!%'drive alone, and 
20.95% carpool. For thos~ who wo~k in th~ cent;ra) core, 13.81% 
walk or ride a bike, 28,4'5% take transit, 39.?5% drive alone, and 
18% carpool. 
Transit use is dependent not only on accessibility, but also transit 
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headway'~· Transit headway has a significant positive effect on 
driving alone. Other factors include: 
• Trip. ch~ining incre~e.s the likelihooQ.of driving alone; 
• Distan,ce from empinyment location is.a.dominant negative 
factor for walk and bike commuters; 
• Household size is significant anQ posltive in the carpool 
mode, it is household oriented .both for urban and suburban 
residents; 
• Household i,ncome is significant for supurban transit users, 
but not for urban transit users; 
• Gender is not significant for any mode choice; 
• Age significantly effects people's choice for bike or walk. 
This paper argues for more m\lnieipalities to incorporate the 
federaJ.fntermodal Transportation ·Efficiency Act (ISTEA) 
legislation into local and·regional transportation plans. The 
au)hor then goes on to discusses the sections of ISTEA that• apply 
to parking. 
ISTEA was passed by Congress earlier this decade. It has created 
a new. fromework within. which transportation planning is to he 
conducted, including the preparation of regional plans. 
' IS TEA identifies a number of factors that should be considered 
by local governments, state and regional planning organizations. 
The author goes through these issues in detail. 
In this lengthy article, the author offers a few points that are of 
relevance to the Northwest situation. These include: 
Parking·Pricing Policies 
To encourage short-term parking, rates have been increasing in 
many cities in areas of rugh parking·demand. ln Honolulu, for 
example, meter rates have increased 100 percent in these areas 
lljld this has resulted in an increase in parking turnover by more 
than 1 i .5% between the hours .oT 7am and 3pm and 41% during 
the lunch hour. Available off-street spaces have increased by 
$8% in the same time period. 
The author notes that the residential parking permit program 
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t\n.i\nalyw o(Parklng lssues'ln'!llortliwcs<P.ortland 
(RF.PP.) is tb·e.rtJ:ost widely alfopted new parking policy in many 
jurisdictions. Witl)qut excep~on, -he,notes, ~ommunities that 
)lave'imp)emented RPPS 's-feel thl\t the parking problems they 
hoped to correct were substantially or completely resolved. 
One point of note is his mention of a San Franr;isco developer 
who i~ financing a parkirtg garage by seUi'ng the individual 
'Parking spaces directty tO' private itlterests. 'rn addition to ihe 
pilrc!hase·price, buyers must pay a montb.ly fee for mainteiiaor;e 
and·rnsurance. They must·als6 pay propeitytaxes. Buyers, 
hi:! wever, have the right to rent, sell or bequeath their title to 
space(s) purchased. Financing is available and the interesl is tax 
deductible. 
'l'he author .provides a variety ofexampiesofparking 
requirements for various land uses~by reseatchlng a host of 
municipal zoning codes from around the Unit~d States. His basic 
argument is 'that "-going by the book"' in applying parking 
standards is the wrong ap'proach. :He argues that too much time is 
spent by planning commissions, city councils, etc. reviewing and 
discussing '<lelaillld tethrtical· isstles associated with various 
proj'ects. 'Phtiming"professionals should be given this task to free 
up. these officials to work on broader policy issues. 
Parking needs are constantly changing and policies need to 
change \vith:thein. ·Things such as: car size, aesthetics, changes 
in-demand, etc alWay~ ar¢ !ri 11ux. Many'shopping rnalJs now 
require less and hospitals-more, made so by the increased 
reliance on outpatient care. He notes that "parkiilg is the 
(planning] fulerum liecause urban form 'follows parking." 
This paper examines an area of San Fran.cisco that is sirrlilar to 
Northwest Portland with respect to·densitj·and activity. 
Occupancy rate for spaces usually exceeds 95% for most if every 
day. The author asks and·provides.potential: answers to these 
questions: 
• What can be done to increase a driver's chances offmding an 
on-street space? 
• What is the impact on system performance of increased 
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enforcement of the one-hour time linUt? 
' - How would new meter technologies a'tfect performance from 
the viewpoint of the city management and parking public? 
This Ph.D. thesis is the·fust attempt to apply true economic 
analysis to the issue of on-street parking.and its effect on retail 
business. Scannell's core argument is bas!:d on econometric 
analysis of parking in Chicago. It conclud~ lhat retailers are not 
harmed by the absence of on-street metered parking near their 
business. 
The paper also points out that the only true way to come to a 
rational and lasting parking policy is through a comprehensive 
approach based on economic principals. This is something that 
has always been deferred to administrative based programs 
where the direct costs of parking are set arbitrarily. 
She .argues that turnover rate does appear to increase with 
metering, but this is directly related to the effectiveness of the 
local enforcement program. The study alsq shewed that parking 
usage is. relatively insepsitive to increases in prices. Parking 
elasticity was determined to be about 0.30. Furthermore, adding 
additional off-street parl\ing will not necessarily decrease the 
quantity demanded on street spaces. 
One other key point she makes is that parking demand is a 
derived demand because it reflects the atttaction of users to 
variO\IS land uses - this. is likely !he cause of so much frustration 
in fmding a solution to many parking problems, i.e. no one can 
agree on who is parking where and for how long and why. Worse 
still is the inability of groups to decide the potential effects of 
altering the current situation - there is no empirical data, only 
assumptions. 
Finally, she points out tllat meters only came into use in 1935 
with there jmplementation in Oklahoma, City. At that time, 
businesses were adamantly opposed to there installation. 
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